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Abstract

NETWORK-BASED MACROECONOMICS:A PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATION
Vipin Pudiyadath Veetil, PhD
George Mason University, 2016
Dissertation Director: Dr. Richard E. Wagner

This dissertation studies macroeconomic phenomena as emergent outcomes of
interactions between microeconomic agents through a production network. The first
chapter reformulates Schumpeter’s theory of macroeconomic turbulence. The second
chapter studies the effects of monetary shocks on the distribution of prices. It presents
an agent-based computational model of dynamics on a production network. The third
chapter argues for a “New Austrian Macroeconomics”, which is the old Austrian
insight that macroeconomic variables are emergent outcomes of micro interactions,
studied through formal methods and open to empirical investigation. The fourth
chapter discusses the question of monetary stabilization in a network economy, in
which governments cannot directly act upon aggregate variables.

Chapter 1: A Reformulation of Schumpeter’s Cycle Theory
In 1939 Schumpeter proposed a somewhat novel theory to explain the
instability of macroeconomic variables. Schumpeter’s theory however did not
produce a research program, which means that many of the lacunas and limitations of
his theory remain unresolved. In this paper, we develop some central themes of
Schumpeter’s theory, discard certain vestigial elements, and address some
unanswered questions.

1.1

Introduction
One of the long-standing questions in economic theory is how to explain the

movements of macroeconomic variables like output and employment. Over the years,
a wide variety of theories have been put forth to answer the question. Some
economists believe macroeconomic turbulence reflects a failure of the price system.
Others believe turbulence is a consequence of government interventions into the
smooth working of the price system. Both groups attempt to reconcile the theoretical
notion that the ‘invisible hand’ coordinates economic plans with the empirical
observation that macroeconomic variables are unstable, sometimes violently so.
Joseph A. Schumpeter did not belong to either group. Schumpeter thought
macroeconomic turbulence reflects widespread plan failures, generated by
innovations endogenous to the economic system. Macroeconomic turbulence need not
occur because of ‘false’ prices or ‘missing’ markets.
1

Schumpeter’s theory of macroeconomic turbulence has three components:
entrepreneurs produce innovations, innovations create local plan failures, and local
plan failures occasional generate recessions. Schumpeter wrote flamboyantly on the
first component explaining the motivations of entrepreneurs and the battles these
peculiar species of men fight to produce innovations, which are but new products and
new ways of doing things. The second component of Schumpeter’s theory is that
innovations disrupt routines and cause some plans to fail. Schumpeter believed
routines—knowledge of what has worked in the past—play a role in coordinating
economic actions. Schumpeter however did not say much about why routines are
necessary or why prices are not sufficient statistics to coordinate economic plans. The
third component of Schumpeter’s theory is the mechanism through which local plan
failures occasionally produce large-scale global plan failures that are recessions.
Unfortunately, he was largely silent on the mechanism through which small micro
changes occasionally produce large macro changes. Schumpeter (1939, p. 87)
observed the “extreme sensitiveness of capitalism to disturbances”, but did not say
anything about the structural origins of the “extreme sensitiveness”. None of these
lacunas would be a surprise to Schumpeter, who did not see his exposition as
thorough or complete. In the Preface to Business Cycles, Schumpeter (1939) says:
“The younger generation of economists should look upon this book merely as
something to shoot at and start from as a motivated program for further research”.
Schumpeter’s book however did not produce a research program, and therefore
important questions remain unanswered, perhaps even unasked.
In recent years, there has been somewhat of a resurgence of interest in
Schumpeter’s theory of macroeconomic turbulence. Phillips and Wrase (2006) and
2

Dosi et al (2010) explain business cycle dynamics using Schumpeterian innovation.
Phillips and Wrase (2006) pour Schumpeter’s ideas into a general equilibrium mold
by introducing innovation in a real business cycle model. Dosi et al (2010) built an
agent-based model that incorporates Schumpeterian features like firm-level
innovation. Phillips and Wrase (2006) and Dosi et al’s (2010) model have a small
number of firms, which experience independent productivity shocks. Neither model is
likely to produce plausible macroeconomic dynamics with a large number of firms. In
the US, firm level volatility is on the order of 10% and aggregate volatility is on the
order 1% (Gabaix 2011). The Central Limit Theorem says that in an economy with N
firms, each of which experience independent shocks, aggregate fluctuations will be
proportional to 1/√N. For Phillips and Wrase’s or Dosi et al’s model to explain
macroeconomic dynamics, the US economy would have to have in the order 100
firms, whereas in reality it has about 6 million firms with employees (Axtell 2001).
From a Schumpeterian point of view, Dosi et al’s model has the additional weakness
of requiring Keynesian features like a non-market clearing wage to produce
unemployment. Schumpeter sketched a theory of macroeconomic turbulence that does
not require notions of ‘stickiness’, ‘market imperfections’, or ‘irrational expectations
of investors’.
One of the reasons why the literature on Schumpeterian macroeconomics is
unable to produce plausible macroeconomic dynamics, with millions of firms, is that
they assume away the structure of relations between firms. The Central Limit
Theorem does not hold in an economy in which firms are connected to each other
through input-output relations (Acemoglu et al 2012), independent innovations by
millions of firms can scale up to produce macroeconomic turbulence. Schumpeter
3

appears to have had a network-based view of an economic system, in which the
structure of relations between firms change in response to innovations. In this essay,
we use the structure of relations between firms in a production network to explain
how innovations produce plan failures and how plan failures occasionally generate
recessions. We argue one firm’s innovation disrupts not only the plans of its
competitors, but also the plans of firms linked to the competitor in the production
network. Furthermore, small plan failures occasional generate cascades of plan
failures that are recessions due to the critical state of the production network.
In this essay, we develop Schumpeter’s ideas to create a new fork in its
development. Our essay is organized as follows. Section 1.2 develops the central
arguments presented in Schumpeter’s Business Cycles, while leaving out vestigial
elements. Section 1.3 addresses a question about the second component of
Schumpeter’s theory: why do entrepreneurial actions produce local miscoordination
despite the coordinating capacity of the price system? Section 1.4 develops the third
component of Schumpeter’s theory: how do local plan failures occasionally generate
recessions? Section 1.5 explains an error in monetary aspects of Schumpeter’s theory.
Schumpeter assumed new entrepreneurial projects are funded by a change in the price
level rather than a change in the interest rate. This assumption is plausibly false and
unnecessary to derive the primary dynamics of Schumpeter’s model. Section 1.6
contrasts Schumpeter’s theory, with those of Hayek (1933), Keynes (1936), Mises
(1953), Friedman (1964), Lucas (1975), and Prescott (1986), which presume
macroeconomic turbulence arises from market imperfections, government
interventions, or exogenous shocks. Unlike Schumpeter, the others see
macroeconomic turbulence as a senseless and supererogatory addition to an otherwise
4

stable system. Section 1.7 concludes the paper by asking what macroeconomic theory
might be if it were built from the perspective of the Blind Men of Hindustan rather
than from the position of the man who left Plato’s cave.

1.2

A Restatement of Schumpeter’s Theory
Schumpeter begins Business Cycles with a description of the circular flow.

Imagine an economic system as an input-output network, with individual firms as
nodes and the linkages between firms indicating their buyer-seller relations. Some
firms produce goods for other firms, some firms produce goods for consumers, yet
other firms produce goods for both consumers and producers. There is a flow of
income and a concomitant flow of goods between firms, and between consumers and
firms. The same goods are produced year after year, in the same ways, at the same
cost. To this serene picture Schumpeter adds three distinct components to generate
macroeconomic turbulence: entrepreneurs produce innovations, innovations cause
local plan failures, occasionally local plan failures generate recessions. In what
follows, we restate Schumpeter’s discussion of each component, at times using a
production network analogy to illustrate ideas.
The first component of Schumpeter’s theory is that entrepreneurs produce
innovations. Entrepreneurs have little respect for tradition within the economic sphere
of life. The entrepreneur is a leader, willing to command others beyond the rigmarole
of routine. Entrepreneurs create new products, discover new ways of doings things,
and find new markets. Schumpeter (1939, p. 85) calls these activities “innovations”,
which are not necessarily novel scientific discoveries. Most societies have abundant
scientific discoveries sitting on the shelf waiting to be put into economic use. Water
5

mills, for instance, were common in eleventh century France, however it was only
centuries later that water mills were put to wide industrial use (Baumol 1990).
Innovation is not simply a change in the technique of production, such changes occur
when firms move along the production possibility set due to changes in prices.
Innovation involves the creation of new production possibility sets and new cost
curves.
By operating on a new cost curve, the entrepreneur upsets cost calculations of
competitors, thereby hurting their economic interest. Those who are hurt by the
innovation may be willing and able to fight the entrepreneur. Positive resistance to
innovation is matched by equally problematic passive resistance. Raw materials for
new projects often have to be created from scratch, whereas the materials for routine
tasks are available at every nock and corner. And finally, consumers need to be
trained through advertisement to leave the old and embrace the new (Schumpeter
1939, p. 73). Entrepreneurs fight many battles to make innovation work.
Entrepreneurs have unique personal qualities, which allow them to see what others
cannot see, and to fight battles that others cannot imagine, let alone fight. The
uniqueness of the personality of different entrepreneurs means that competitors
cannot instantaneously replicate the innovating firm. The innovating firm operates on
a new cost curve or produces altogether new products, while competitors continue to
operate on old cost curves or produce old products.
In the circular flow, no firm makes economic profits. But once innovation
occurs, the innovating firm may make profits, while competitors make economic
losses. Some competitors may altogether die because the losses become
unsustainable. Others will have to find new ways of doings things. Competitors
6

cannot continue with routine behavior because it becomes difficult to sell the same
old product in the same old way. Firms affected by the innovation must adapt to the
new economic environment. Some firms need to find new buyers of their products
and new sellers of inputs. Other firms have to change work hours, wage, package
products in new ways, engage in new advertisement strategies, and write new
contracts with buyers and sellers.
The innovating firm disrupts not only the plans of its competitors, but also the
plans of firms related to the competitor in the production network. If the competitor
goes out of business, then firms related to the competitor lose a buyer or seller. Firms
that have a few buyers or few sellers may be adversely affected by the loss of a buyer
or seller. In the extreme case, if a firm loses its only seller of input or buyer of output,
the firm may have to halt production until it finds another seller or buyer. The ease of
finding another seller of input or buyer of output will depend on a variety of factors
including the specificity of the product and market conditions. Some industrial
products are specific and have few buyers and sellers. The hypothetical scenario of a
firm with one seller of input is not as unrealistic as it may seem at first. Atalay et al
(2011) document the production network between publically listed firms in the United
States. While highly connected firms like General Motors have more than 40 major
suppliers, the average firm has one or two major suppliers. If a firm with a few buyers
were to lose one of its buyers, the fall in demand may increase per unit costs, which
may in turn adversely affect other buyers. Innovation disrupts plans because of the
linkages between the plans of different firms in a production network.
Our discussion so far suggests entrepreneurial actions cause some plans to fail,
particular those of competitors and the buyers-sellers of the competitors. Innovations
7

cause local plan failures. However, a recession is not the failure of some plans, it is
the concomitant failure of many plans large enough to register a change in
macroeconomic variables, what Lionel Robbins called “a cluster of errors”. The
microeconomic flux generated by innovation need not—and often does not—produce
macroeconomic turbulence. The third component of Schumpeter’s theory is how local
plan failures generate recessions, a matter on which Schumpeter is largely silent.
Schumpeter asserted that the capitalist economic system is extremely sensitive to
small micro changes, but did not say why. In Section 4, we discuss one plausible
structural origin of the sensitiveness of economic systems to small micro changes.

1.3

The Price System, Routines, and Macroeconomic Turbulence
Much of macroeconomic theory is an attempt to reconcile the theoretical

notion that the price system coordinates economic plans with the empirical
observation that macroeconomic variables exhibit volatility. The reconciliation has
been attempted in three ways. The first of which is the belief that macroeconomic
turbulence originates from government interventions that disrupt the coordinating
capacity of the price system (Hayek 1933, Mises 1953). The second form of
reconciliation is the belief that the price system at times malfunctions due to
behavioral attributes of investors (Keynes 1936, Blinder 1981). The third form of
reconciliation the belief that macroeconomic turbulence reflects exogenous shocks,
which the price system can do little to prevent (Lucas 1975, Prescott 1986). The
analytical efforts of macroeconomists are channeled by the presumption that the price
system is capable of producing a synergy between the plans of different economic
actors. Schumpeter did not share the presumption that prices are (or can be) sufficient
8

statistics for coordination, and therefore sought no reconciliation between the
invisible hand and macroeconomic turbulence. Schumpeter believed prices are not the
only mechanism of coordination in an economic system, and therefore the
malfunctioning of the price system is not necessary for miscoordination.
Schumpeter thought “routines” play a role in generating coordination, where
by “routines” he meant knowledge of what has worked in the past. An economy is not
a well-mixed system, for instance in the United States, there are six million firms
(with employees) connected to each other through a production network (Axtell 2001,
Atalay et al 2011). Each firm buys inputs from some firms and sells output to other
firms or consumers. In a network economy, routines include each firm’s knowledge
of the behavior of its buyers and sellers. In a system without innovation, which
Schumpeter calls the ‘circular flow’, firms do not ponder over ‘what to produce’, ‘for
whom to produce’, and ‘from whom to buy inputs’. These questions were settled
yesterday. Firms know whom to buy inputs from, what to produce, and to whom to
sell from knowledge of what has worked in the past. Within the circular flow, mutual
adjustments to exogenous shocks happen in foreseeable manner because firms have to
forecast the plans of their buyers and sellers within the price-quantity dimensions. For
instance, an increase in the price of an input, due to an external shock, would induce a
firm to substitute one input for another given its technological possibilities. When
routines have settled fundamental economic questions, price reactions are sufficient to
produce coordination. When firms know what to do from what has worked in the past,
prices tell firms how to do it at the least possible cost.
Innovation widens the horizon of decision-making beyond the price-quantity
dimensions. The product becomes an economic variable, so does the structure of
9

relations between firms. Firms do not respond to innovation simply by changing
prices or quantities of their products, but tend to change the way they do things. It is
difficult to foresee how a firm that has gone into making loses due to the innovation
of another firm will respond to the new environment. It may go out of business, create
new products, find new buyers or new sellers. Once innovation breaks routines, the
buyer-seller relations between firms become an economic variable. Firms need to
make decisions on what to produce, how to produce, and for whom to produce.
Matters once considered settled need to be thought through.
The widening of the horizon of decision-making produced by innovation, and
new behaviors that emerge in response to the new environment, make it difficult for
one firm to forecast the behavior of other firms on whose plans its own success
depends. In the circular flow, firms face the problem of determining what to do given
their own reaction functions, and what they know of the reaction functions of other
firms from experience. Once the process adaptation to innovation begins, firms face
the problem of creating their own reaction functions, knowing well that others are
doing the same. The problem is not one of computing solutions to well-defined
problems, but one of imagining the future (Shackle 1972). The very nature of
economic relations between firms and production process within firms remain to be
imagined, created, and adapted to each other. All this means that risk of failure, and
concomitantly the rate of failures, of new plans is greatly increased. After all the
success of one’s plan depends on one’s ability to forecast the actions of those making
competitive and complementary plans (Schumpeter 1939, p. 135). Innovation creates
plan failures because it breaks routines and widens the horizon of decision-making,
making it more difficult to form mutually consistent plans. The price system cannot
10

produce coordination in areas beyond the price-quantity dimension; the disruptions
produced by an innovation must be solved by discovering new routines.

1.4

Networks, Self Organized Criticality, and Macroeconomic Turbulence
In the United States, every year, tens of thousands of new firms are created

and millions of individuals change jobs (Axtell and Guerrero Forthcoming). In a
typical year, nearly a third of those employed move from one firm to another (Fallick
and Fleischman 2004). Nearly half of these workers change jobs across broadly
defined industries (Bjelland et al. 2011). About a third of those employed move from
employment to the unemployment pool, and a comparable number move in and out of
the labor pool (Fallick and Fleischman 2004). All this means that the US labor force
churns over more than once in a single year. Furthermore, there is great variety within
the flux. Some workers change jobs frequently, others retain jobs for decades. Some
firms die prematurely, others live long lives (Phillips and Kirchhoff 1989). Some
products are greeted with joy, others rejected without consideration.
Change not constancy is the characteristic feature of economic systems. Micro
economic flux is an ordinary working property of economic systems. Yet recessions
and depressions are rare occurrences, macroeconomic variables often exhibit stable
movements despite much flux in the micro economy. An economy is a bit like a
tropical river, with macroeconomic variables as the surface and microeconomic
variables as the body beneath. Sometimes the surface of a tropical river exhibits great
temperance despite much turbulence beneath them. At other times micro turbulence
catches up to the macro level. The problem of turbulence of macroeconomic variables
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is not that of why the ‘price system fails to produce stability’, but ‘under what
conditions micro flux becomes macro turbulence’.
As to how microeconomic flux becomes macroeconomic turbulence is the
third component of Schumpeter’s theory. In the previous sections, we discussed how
innovation produce local plan failures, but it remains to be explained how local plan
failures occasionally produce recessions, which are the concomitant failure of many
plans. Unfortunately, Schumpeter did not say much on the matter, except for some
pregnant remarks. Schumpeter (1939, p. 87) notes economic systems can be
extremely sensitivity to small micro changes, however he did not explain what
structural features determine the responsiveness of macroeconomic variables to
microeconomic changes. Schumpeter (1939, p. 102) also observes that the
macroeconomic effects of innovation are “independent either of the size of the
innovating firm or firms or of the importance of the immediate effects their action
would in itself entail”. But he did not explain why large micro changes are not
necessary to produce large macro changes. In this section, we introduce the idea of
self-organized criticality as a bridge between micro flux and macro turbulence, and
propose Kauffman and Johnsen’s (1991) NKC model as a useful way to conceptualize
Schumpeterian dynamics.
What are the structural properties of an economic system that determine the
distribution of the cascades of plan failures in response to innovations by individual
firms, such that there are some cascades large enough to register movements in
macroeconomic variables? In the years since Schumpeter’s writings, physicists (Bak
et al 1993) and biologists (Kauffman and Johnsen 1991) have shed light on the
conditions under which systems tend to be sensitive to small changes, and what that
12

means for the evolution of system level variables in response to changes in the parts
of the system.
Systems—physical, biological, or economic—can be in one of three states:
sub-critical, critical, or super-critical. A system is said to be in a sub-critical state
when small changes in parts produce small changes in the properties of the system. In
a sub-critical state, large micro-changes are necessary to produce large macrochanges. A system is in a super-critical state when small changes in parts produce
large changes in the properties of the system. A system is in a critical state when
small changes in parts produce changes of all scales at the system level. While most
micro changes produce small macro changes, some micro changes produce large
macro changes. Often external tuning of parameters is necessary to hold a system in a
critical state. However, for some systems the critical state is an attractor, they selforganize into a state of criticality, without external tuning of parameters. A
prototypical example of a critical system is a sand pile, as explained in the following
passage from Scheinkman and Woodford (1994, pp. 417-18).
When the slope of the pile is nowhere too steep, dropping on additional grains
of sand at randomly chosen sites has no macroscopic effects, as at most small
numbers of grains will shift position in each case. However, randomly
dropping on additional sand will eventually result in the slope of the pile
increasing to a critical slope, at which point large avalanches can occur in
response to the dropping of a single additional grain of sand. A sand pile with
a slope that is initially greater than the critical slope also evolves toward it. In
this case through an immediate large avalanche that collapses the pile. Thus
while the existence of macroscopic instability without large external shocks
depend upon a particular critical slope, the system endogenously evolves
toward exactly that state.
But does an economic system, like a sand pile, exhibit macro movements of all scales
in response to small micro changes? Benoit Mandelbrot (1997) finds many economic
13

time series have fractal-like qualities. Macroeconomic times series like stock indices
are more like a coastline than a razor blade. A microscopic view of a razor blade
shows many irregularities and much roughness. However, as we zoom up, the
irregularities begin to even out and disappear, till finally one sees a straight sharp
edge. A coastline is a very different object. A view of a coastline from a cliff shows
an irregular boundary with many curves, these irregularities however do not disappear
as we view the coastline from higher and higher altitudes. Rather, at higher altitudes
new irregularities are injected, smoothness is never found. Some macroeconomic time
series, like output and employment, are not measured at frequent enough intervals to
subject them to fractal analysis. However, many series that are measured with high
frequency show fractal-like properties. For instance, the S&P 500 Index at scales of
an hour, day, year and decade looks very similar to the naked eye. The irregularities
and roughness in economic time series do not disappear with an increase in the time
scale; rather new irregularities are injected at every time scale. There are recessions of
all scales: hourly, daily, weekly, yearly, and over a century.
The existence of perpetual micro economic flux (as indicated by labor
dynamics and firm dynamics) on the one hand, and the fractal-like nature of economic
time series on the other hand, suggest economic systems are in a critical state. In a
critical state, small micro changes like the discovery of new products, new markets,
new ways of doing things, are capable of producing recessions and depressions.
Though most entrepreneurial actions will register little change in macroeconomic
variables, some actions will produce cascades generating recessions. As to which
entrepreneurial actions generate recessions is difficult to predict because the attributes
of the actions themselves are not sufficient information to answer the question.
14

Whether an action generates a large cascade depends on the state of different parts of
the system, their inter-relations, and where the entrepreneurial action originates.
Schumpeter appears to have had an implicit notion of an economy as system
exhibiting self-organized criticality. Little is known about why an economy may self
organize into a state of criticality. There are no economic models linking up
entrepreneurial actions with the state of an economic system. There is however a
model of biological evolution which comes precariously close to developing a relation
between innovation and macroeconomic turbulence. Kauffman and Johnsen (1991)
present the NKC model of biological evolution. The NKC model is an extension of
Kauffman’s NK model. In the NK model, each organism is characterized by N
attributes. The organism evolves by searching for better traits along N dimensions.
However, the attributes are not independent of each other, the influence of an attribute
on overall fitness depends on the presence or absence of complementary attributes.
Needless to say, the nature and degree of complementarities can be quite intricate.
Kauffman cuts the Gordian knot by assuming that the influence of each of the N traits
on overall fitness depends on K other traits. The greater the K relative to N, the more
rugged the fitness landscape of the organism, with many local maxima.
The NKC model extends the NK model by allowing the fitness landscapes of
different organism to be related to each other. The contribution of an attribute of an
organism to its fitness depends on C attributes of related organisms. When a butterfly
develops slippery feet, it becomes profitable for the frog to develop sticky tongue. As
the reader may have observed, the NKC model can be readily adopted to develop a
model of Schumpeterian dynamics. The fitness landscapes of firms in an economic
system depend on the attributes of related firms. Innovation changes the economic
15

opportunities available to other firms. When Apple develops a new laptop, Apple
changes the opportunities available to Microsoft. In Kauffman and Johnsen’s (1991)
model of biological evolution, under certain parametric conditions the system self
organizes into a critical state. A model of economic evolution along these lines
remains to be built. It is likely that the topology of the production network between
firms, and the processes through which the network evolves, plays a role in the
movement of an economic system towards a critical state.

1.5

A Monetary Problem in Schumpeter’s Theory
Our development of Schumpeter’s theory in the previous sections made no

mention of money or credit. We believe the core of Schumpeter’s theory are the
relations between the plans of different economic agents, and the changes in these
relations due to innovation. In a money-using economy, plans are necessarily
monetary plans. Furthermore, in a credit using economy, plans will tend to involve
saving or borrowing for different periods of time. The problems that arise from the
disruption of plans due to innovation can in principle explain the movements of real
variables and monetary variables, which are but different aspects of economic plans.
The question of how monetary variables and monetary institutions respond to plan
failures is beyond the scope of this paper. All we intend to do in this section is to
point out that Schumpeter’s own development of his theory to explain money and
credit variables is beset with difficulties. In particular, Schumpeter assumes new
projects are funded by the creation of purchasing power by banks and concomitant
inflation. Not only is the assumption false in general, but also it plays no role in
producing the principle dynamics Schumpeter describes.
16

Schumpeter (1939, pp. 109–123) thought he had developed a non-monetary
theory of macroeconomic turbulence, where by “non-monetary” he meant a theory in
which the evolution of monetary variables depends on the dynamics of real variables
and not the other way around. In Schumpeter’s (1934, p. 239) view insolvency, credit
failures, and other monetary problems are a consequence of real problems. Though
monetary variables can influence real variables once the business cycle dynamics is
set in motion by innovation.
In Business Cycles, Schumpeter (1939, p. 111) begins the discussion on
money and credit by noting the difference between setting up a new production
facility in a socialist economy and a capitalist economy. In a socialist economy, the
central authority issues orders to withdraw resources from existing projects and use
these in the construction of a new project. In a capitalist economy too resources are
shifted from old to new uses. But while in a socialist economy new orders cancel old
orders, in a capitalist society new orders come on top of the old ones. This happens
because banks in a capitalist economy issue new credit to finance new projects. And
in so far as bank credit circulates as purchasing power, resources are drawn away
from old projects by inflation. Schumpeter goes on to add that if saving rather than
inflation finances innovation, the capitalist process would be analogous to the
socialist one.
Schumpeter’s presumption that innovation in a capitalist economy must
necessarily be financed by newly created credit is simply not true. It is indeed true
that new projects proposed by entrepreneurs to banks increase the demand for
loanable funds, but this will tend to produce an increase in the rate of interest (White
1999). Resources move from old projects to new projects because some old projects
17

are unprofitable under the new higher rate of interest. Firms release resources for new
projects by abandoning unprofitable old projects. In so far as there is such a thing as a
market for loanable funds, resources will tend to be allocated to new projects through
changes in interest rate, not price level. Schumpeter (1939, p. 32) did not want interest
to play the same role in his theory that interest did in Mises’s (1953) theory. In
attempting to take distance from Mises, Schumpeter came precariously close to
Keynes. For Keynes, interest rate does not clear the market for loanable funds because
it clears the market for liquidity. Schumpeter like Keynes presumed the market for
loanable funds functions without a price.
This problematical aspect of Schumpeter’s theory can be wholly expunged
without affecting its foundation or edifice. In previous sections, we describe the basic
mechanisms of Schumpeter’s theory without any mention of money or credit.
Problems that arise from the disruption of routines due to innovation are not
dampened, let alone eliminated, if the market for loanable funds is cleared by interest
rate. The coordination problems that arise due to breakage of routines as consequence
of innovation are independent of mechanisms through which resources are made
available for the innovation.

1.6

‘This-worldly’ and ‘Otherworldly’ Theories of Macroeconomic
Turbulence
By ‘otherworldliness’…I mean the belief that both the genuinely ‘real’ and the
truly good are radically antithetic in their essential characteristics to anything
to be found in man’s natural life, in the ordinary course of human experience,
however normal, however intelligent, and however fortunate. The world we
now and here know—various, mutable, a perpetual flux of states and relations
of things, or an ever-shifting phantasmagoria of thoughts and sensations, each
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of them lapsing into nonentity in the very moment of its birth—seems to the
otherworldly mind to have no substance in it… (Lovejoy 1936, p. 25)
In The Great Chain of Being, Arthur Lovejoy (1936) distinguishes between “thisworldly” and “otherworldly” modes of thinking. To the otherworldly mind, the world
outside the window appears as a pale replica of the eternal, an imperfect instantiation
of the perfect. Most theories of macroeconomic turbulence are otherworldly, in the
sense that they view instability of macroeconomic variables as a senseless and
supererogatory addition to an otherwise stable system. These theories are founded on
the belief that a ‘well functioning’ price system creates perfect coordination, disturbed
only by market ‘imperfections’, government interventions, or shocks that originate
from outside the economic system. In this section, we discuss Hayek (1933), Keynes
(1936), Mises (1953), Friedman (1964), Lucas (1975), and Prescott’s (1986) theories
to illustrate their shared presumption of stability as the norm and turbulence as an
aberration.
Mises (1953) and Hayek (1933) claim business cycles occur because monetary
disturbances distort interest rates and prompt investors to launch unsustainable
investments. While Mises (1953) argues monetary disturbances are produced by
central bank interventions in the market for loanable funds, Hayek (1933) argues
private banks too can produce monetary disturbances by creating credit. What is
central to Mises and Hayek’s cycle theories is the miscoordination that arises due to a
wedge between the interest that would have prevailed in a barter-economy and the
interest realized in a monetary-economy. The interest rate wedge reflects an
imperfection of the economic system.
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Like Mises and Hayek, Keynes (1936) traces the origins of business
fluctuations to problems related to market for loanable funds (Leijonhufvud 1979).
Keynes (1936) believes interest does not clear the market for loanable funds because
interest clears the market for liquidity. While for Hayek the market for loanable funds
is the loose joint of an economic system, for Keynes it is the broken joint. For
Keynes, the problems of an economic system are not limited to a market without a
price, but extent to markets that sometimes produce the ‘wrong’ price. The
spontaneous working of the market at times produce prices that do not reflect the
underlying economic reality, due to reasons related to the psychology of investors or
market structure (Blinder 1981, Mankiw and Reis 2007). The difference between ‘the
prices that emerge from market interactions’ and ‘the prices that reflect economic
reality’ measures the imperfection of the economic system.
In contrast to Mises, Hayek, and Keynes, the market for loanable funds is not
central to Friedman’s (1964) theories of macroeconomic volatility. Friedman (1964)
argues that under some circumstances an excess demand for money can produce a
decline in output. The quantity theory of money suggests excess demand for money
has no impact on output if the price level fully adjusts. Yeager (1997) argues the price
level does not fully adjust because money does not have a market of its own. Changes
in the price level require changes in the price of all goods, which are necessarily slow
and time consuming. In the interim, output declines in response to the excess demand
for money. For Keynes (1936) macroeconomic volatility originates from a market
with a missing price, for Friedman (1964) it originates from a price with a missing
market.
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While Friedman’s analysis focuses on the demand side of money, Lucas
(1975) argues that macroeconomic volatility arises from problems on the supply side
of money. In Lucas’s Islands Model economic actors find it difficult to decipher
changes in relative prices from changes in price level. The extent of the signal
extraction problems depends on the lag with which information on the money supply
is available to economic entities. Relative price misperception leads to inoptimal
decisions, which in turn produce boom and bust cycles. Prescott (1986) develops a
theory of business cycles, which differs from Lucas (1975) on two counts. One,
Prescott argues macroeconomic volatility can emerge from ‘real’ productivity shocks
as well as monetary shocks. Two, Prescott believes individuals do not make inoptimal
decisions due to imperfect information, rather the economy responds to exogenous
shocks by moving along an equilibrium path to the new steady state.
Despite their differences, Mises, Hayek, Keynes, Friedman, Lucas, and
Prescott’s theories presume the price system—if it works well—is capable of
dovetailing the plans of different economic agents, a peaceful interlocking of
expectations of different economic actors. They share the belief that macroeconomic
problems arise because of market imperfections, government interventions, or
exogenous shocks. In contrast, Schumpeter viewed turbulence as an ordinary feature
of an economic system, rather than a supererogatory addition. Schumpeter did not
think the price system creates eternal coordination. Innovation produces plan failures,
which occasionally cascade to clusters of failures that are recessions. While most
macroeconomists take the serene world of perfect coordination as the building block
of their theories, Schumpeter built his theory with the microeconomic flux that
characterizes an economic system. In this sense, Schumpeter offers a ‘this-worldly’
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theory of macroeconomic turbulence. Schumpeter (1939, p. 87) does not see the dayto-day drama of economic life as an aberration, but as the very foundation of
macroeconomic phenomenon, as explained in the following passage.
Surely, nothing can be more plane or even more trite common sense than the
proposition that innovation, as conceived by us, is at the center of practically all
the phenomena, difficulties, and problems of economic life in capitalist society
and that they, as well as the extreme sensitiveness of capitalism to disturbances,
would be absent if productive resources flowed---either in unvarying or
continuously increasing quantitates---every year through substantially the same
channels towards substantially the same goals, or even prevented from doing so
only by external influences. And however difficult it may turn out to be to develop
that simple idea so as to fit it for the task of coping with all the complex patterns
with which it will have to be confronted, and however completely it may lose it
simplicity on the way before us, it should never be forgotten that at the outset all
we need to say to anyone who doubts is: Look around you!
1.7

Concluding Remarks
In the Preface to General Theory, Keynes (1936) says the book has been a

long struggle to escape the classical mode of thinking. Despite Keynes’s conscious
attempts, it was perhaps Schumpeter, not Keynes, who managed to break out of the
classical mold. A characteristic feature of classical, neoclassical, Keynesian, and
modern macroeconomic thinking is the presumption of stability as the truly real and
the world of change as ephemeral. For the philosophers of the enlightenment, men’s
desire for change and love of novelty was an object of contempt, so much so that the
desire for change was thought to be a pathological idiosyncrasy (Lovejoy 1936). The
enlightenment philosophers were merely walking in the footsteps of Plato. In the
Republic, Plato tells the story of men living in a cave, with their necks and legs
fettered, able to see only in front of them. The source of light is a long way up behind
their backs. At the entrance to the cave, there are objects of all kinds placed on a low
wall like that of puppeteers. The men in the cave, only seeing shadows of the objects,
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come to believe the shadows to be the real thing. As the sun rises in the morning and
sets in the evening, the shadows change size and shape, though the real things remain
unchanged. Classical economists took the cave analogy to heart. Most economists see
the changes that characterize the ordinary course of human experience as mere
shadows of the genuinely real.
In Plato’s story, one of the cave dwellers is released from his fetters and taken
to the entrance. He comes to see the objects whose shadows he has seen all his life.
After which, he comes back to cave to meet his fellows, still tied to their fetters.
Macroeconomists theorize from the position of the man who left Plato’ cave and
happened to see the unchanging stable reality. The modern way out of the cave is the
econometric technique of filtering trends from macroeconomic time series (Stock and
Wattson 1988). Most macroeconomic theorists believe our world is a transient
imperfection of the real world reflected in the trend. Macroeconomists look upon the
flux in microeconomic system with suspicion and the turbulence in aggregate
variables with contempt. Macroeconomic analysis seeks to identify the mechanisms
that produce a difference between the world of change and the changeless.
Macroeconomic policy attempts to shape our world along the contours of the eternal,
to dampen macroeconomic turbulence so that economic time series look more like the
trend.
The perspective of the man who left Plato’s cave is not the only position from
which one can theorize. An old Indian tale tells the story of six blind men, each of
whom approached a different part of the elephant. One thought he had found a wall
upon touching the broad and sturdy side of the elephant. Another thought he found a
snake upon touching the trunk. The others thought they found a rope, a fan, a tree, and
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a spear. What would macroeconomic theory be if theorists took the position of the
Blind Men of Hindustan rather than the man who left Plato’s cave? It is difficult to
tell, but macroeconomic theory would probably look somewhat different. The twin
facts of microeconomic flux and macroeconomic turbulence will have to taken as the
real, for that is all we know about reality. There is no sense in which one can speak of
the world outside the window as the pale reflection of something else, for the ordinary
course of human experience is all we know, it is all we must work with. From the
position of the man who left Plato’s cave, microeconomic flux looks much like the
shadows that change as the sun go about its path. From the position of the Blind Men
of Hindustan, the flux is the real object.
As to how one proceeds from here is an open question. One way forward is to
postulate that microeconomic flux emerges from men’s desire for change, sometimes
for its own sake. As Shackle (1972, p. 238) says, the world of the circular flow is so
boring that “Not even the Economic Man could endure to live in such a prison
without wrecking”. One man’s desire for change necessarily wrecks another man’s
peaceful stability, for the economic plans of different individuals are related through a
production network. There is no reason to presume economic actors make plans with
the intention of dovetailing with the plans of others. It is indeed true that we all like to
play in a concert, but it equally true that far too many of us want to be the first violin
(Wagner 2010). Competition is a rivalrous process (Hayek 1948). Disharmony of
interests is the very modus operandi of economic dynamics. The tapestry of an
economic system is spun from the threads of harmony and discord. Sun Tzu’s Art of
War is as much a book on economic life as Frederic Bastiat’s Economic Harmonies.
The harmony, discord, and change in microeconomic plans are seeds of
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macroeconomic turbulence. From the position of the Blind Men of Hindustan,
macroeconomic theory would be an analytical bridge between microeconomic change
and macroeconomic turbulence. A bridge that remains to be built.
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Chapter 2: The Effects of Monetary Shocks on the Distribution of Prices∗

Empirical evidence shows monetary shocks have two temporary effects on the
distribution of prices: the dispersion of prices increases and some prices change in the
‘wrong’ direction. We present a model that produces the observed relations between
monetary shocks and the distribution of prices. In our model, firms are related to each
other through a production network. New money enters the economy through some
firms and percolates to other firms through demand and supply linkages.

2.1

Introduction
We develop a model economy in which the distribution of prices exhibits two

forms of temporary monetary non-neutrality. Monetary shocks produce an increase in
the dispersion of prices and some prices change in the ‘wrong’ direction: positive
monetary shocks produce a decrease in some prices. These features are derived in a
framework in which all firms exhibit optimizing behavior, charge market-clearing
price, and do not suffer from money illusion.
Our model is built on the standard model of monopolistic competition in the
market for intermediate goods (Dixit and Stiglitz 1977). Firms are related to each
other through a production network in which each firm buys inputs and sells output to
a subset of firms (Gualdi and Mandel 2015). Each firm minimizes cost to determine
∗
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the proportions in which to buy inputs from its suppliers. A representative household
buys goods and sells labor. Once the model economy converges to a steady state, we
study how the distribution of prices responds to monetary shocks.
A monetary shock occurs through a change in the nominal wealth of a subset
of firms. Firms change prices sequentially as the shock propagates through the
economy via demand and supply relations of the production network. In the short run,
price dispersion increases because different firms change prices at different rates and
at different times. In the long run, price dispersion returns to the pre-shock level as all
firms change prices equiproportionally to the change in the economy’s stock of
money.
Some prices temporarily change in the ‘wrong’ direction because some firms
experience a negative demand shock as a consequence of a positive monetary shock
to the economy. The reason for why a monetary shock can produce demand shocks of
the opposite sign has to do with the flow of money in the production network. After a
positive monetary shock, prices change sequentially as new money flows through the
production network. Some firms are hurt because their input prices rise before their
output price. These firms lower demand for inputs, their suppliers experience a
negative demand shock and consequently decrease prices. An injection of money in a
subset of firms can lead to a temporary decrease of prices in another subset of firms
because of the network of relations between the two sets of firms.
The twin effects of monetary shocks on the distribution of prices, produced
here within an abstract framework, bear more than a surface of resemblance to the
relation between money and prices in the US economy. Empirical evidence suggests
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that monetary shocks produce an increase in the dispersion of the cross-section of
prices (Belton Jr, Cebula & Nair-Reichert 2002, Hammoudeh, Nguyen & Sousa
2014), and some prices fall in response to expansionary monetary shocks (Bils,
Klenow & Kryvtsov 2003, Lastrapes 2006, Balke & Wynne 2007, Baumeister, Liu &
Mumtaz 2013). Previous economists have developed mechanisms that generate an
increase in price dispersion in response to monetary shocks, but no one has yet
developed a model in which some prices change in the ‘wrong’ direction.
In pioneering papers Sheshinski & Weiss (1977) and Calvo (1983) developed
models of staggered price adjustments in which price dispersion increases in response
to monetary shocks. In these models, firms adjust prices at different frequencies
because prices are sticky and the degree of stickiness varies across firms. Sims (2003)
endogenized heterogeneous price stickiness with a model in which firms change
prices at different rates because they receive information with different time lags. The
principle empirical shortcoming of heterogeneous stickiness models is that prices do
not change in the ‘wrong’ direction in response to monetary shocks. In heterogeneous
stickiness models all prices change in the same direction, albeit at different rates.
Arguments for why different prices move at different rates, though necessary, are not
sufficient to explain the empirical reality.
Our model is able to produce price changes of the opposite sign of a monetary
shock because of the presence of a production network. In this sense, our paper is
similar in spirit to recent work in which production networks play a central role in
producing macroeconomic phenomena (Hausmann & Hidalgo 2011, Wagner 2012,
Acemoglu et al. 2012, Carvalho 2014, Hisano et al. 2015). Some of the central themes
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of our paper go as far as back as Cantillon (1755), Edgeworth (1887), Keynes (1932),
Schumpeter (1954, p. 1110), however the most explicit statement of the ideas
developed in this paper is found in Mises (1949, p. 410), as illustrated by the
following passage.
... we must never forget that changes in the quantity of money affect prices in
an uneven way. It depends on the data of each particular case at what moment
and to what extent the prices of the various commodities and services are
affected. In the course of a monetary expansion (inflation) the first reaction is
not only that the prices of some of them rise more quickly and more steeply
than others. It may also occur that some fall at first as they are for the most
part demanded by those groups whose interests are hurt.
Section 2.2 presents the model. Section 2.3 discusses the results. Section 2.4 offers
concluding remarks.

2.2

The Model

We introduce monetary shocks in a production network model developed by Gualdi
and Mandel (2015) . The structure of the production network is as follows. There are
a finite set of monopolistically competitive firms and a representative household. We
denote the set of firms by M = {1,...,m} , the representative household by the index 0 ,
and the set of agents by N = {0,...,m} . Each firm i 's production technology is given
by a C.E.S function nested in a Cobb-Douglas function.
ni

f i (x0 ,(x j ) j=1,...,n ) = x (∑ x )
i

α
0

σ
j

1−α
σ

(1)

j=1
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where x0 is the quantity of labor used, ni the number of non-labor inputs, and x j the
quantity of input j used in the production process. Each non-labor input can be used
interchangeably in the production process, as in standard models of monopolistic
competition in intermediate goods market (Ethier 1982, Romer 1990).
The representative household supplies a constant quantity of labor (normalized
to 1) and has preferences represented by a Cobb-Douglas utility function of the form
m

u(x1 ,..., xm ) = ∏ xi 0 ,i . She spends α 0,i proportion of her income on good i , which
α

i=1

means that she consumes a positive quantity of each good.
The firms interact with each other through an input-output network. The
production network is defined by an adjacency matrix A = (ai, j )i, j∈M such that
ai, j ≠ 0 if j is a supplier of i and ai, j = 0 otherwise. Let Si ( A) ≡ { j ∈ M | ai, j ≠ 0}

denote the set of supplier of firm i , the production function of firm can be specified
as:

f i (x0 ,(x j ) j∈S ( A) ) = x0θ (
i

∑

1−θ

xσj ) σ

(2)

j∈Si ( A)

The general equilibrium of the economy E( A) with production network A is as
follows.
Definition 1: A general equilibrium of the economy E( A) is a collection of prices
( p1* ,..., pm* ) ∈! N+ , production levels (q1* ,...,qm* ) ∈! +M , and commodity flows
(xi,* j )i, j=0,...,n ∈! +M × M such that:
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a. Markets clear.
n

∀j ∈N ,q = ∑ (xi,* j )
*
j

(3)

i=0

b. The representative consumer maximizes his utility.
(q0* ,(x0,* j ) j=1,...n ) is a solution to
n

maximize ui ((x0, j ) j=1,...,n )) subject to
( x0 , j ) j=1,...,n )

∑p x

* *
j 0, j

≤ w0

(4)

j=1

where w0 is the wealth of the representative household. Household wealth is the sum
of wage it receives from all firms.
c. Firms maximize profits.

∀i ∈ M ,(qi* ,(xi,* j ) j∈S ( A) ) is a solution to
i

maximize

pi ,qi ,( xi , j ) j ∈Si ( A)

pi*qi −

∑

j∈Si ( A)

p*j xi, j subject to qi ≤ f i ((xi, j ) j∈S ( A) )
i

(5)

Time is discrete and indexed by t ∈! . Each agent i ∈! is initially endowed with a
wealth wi0 ∈! + and a quantity of output qi0 ∈! + . The initial weights of the
production network is defined by the matrix A0 = (α i,0 j )i, j∈N , where α i, j represents the
share of agent i 's expenses directed towards agent j . The initial assignment of
weights is random, subject to the constraint that α i, j ∈(0,1) and
.
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∑

j∈Si ( A)

α i, j = 1,∀i ∈ M

The aggregate variables are emergent outcomes of the interaction between
firms over time, as defined by the following sequences of events.
a. Each agent i begins with a random initial wealth wi ∈(0,1) and random initial
output qi ∈(0,1) .
Each agent i receives demand

b.

∑α

i, j

wtj .

j∈N

c. Given demand

∑α
j∈N

p ti =

∑α

i, j

i, j

wtj and output qit , the market clearing price for firm i is

wtj

j∈N

(6)

qit

Since output qit is a function of θ and σ , so too are prices.

t+1
i

q

α 0,1wit α j,i wit
= q − q + f i ( t ,( t ) j∈S ( A) )
i
p0
pj
t

t
i

(7)

d. Every time step, firms compute new optimal input weights by minimizing the
cost of production. The input weights determine how firms divide their
demand among different suppliers to whom they are connected. The optimal
weights are the solution to the following optimization problem.
t
α tj,i
α 0,1
maximize f i ( t ,( t ) j∈S ( A) ) subject to
i
α 0t ,1 ,( α tj ,i ) j∈S ( A)
p0
pj
i

∑

α j,i = 1

(8)

j∈Si ( A)

We instantiate a population of agents on a network and allow them to interact using
the decision rules described above. Once the economy reaches steady state, we inject
money into a subset of agents. New money is divided among the selected firms in
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proportion to their existing wealth. We study the evolution of the distribution of
prices as new money percolates through the network.
The model is written in Python programming language. Model code is
available at https://bitbucket.org/VipinVeetil/cantillon. A version of the model is also
available on the Python-based modeling platform Agent-based Computational
Economics (ABCE). ABCE version of the code is available at
https://bitbucket.org/DavoudTaghawiNejad/cantillon. ABCE can be downloaded and
installed from https://github.com/DavoudTaghawiNejad/abce. Appendix A presents a
pseudo code. Appendix B lists the parameters of the agent-based simulation model.
Appendix C describes the data produced by model simulation, which are plotted in
the following section.

2.3

Results
Result 1: Price dispersion temporarily increases in response to money

injection.
Evidence and Discussion: Figure 1 presents the time series of coefficient of
variation (CV) of prices of a sample runs. The x-axis represents time steps. The y-axis
represents the CV of prices. New money is injected at time step 500. The CV of
prices temporarily increases in response to the money injection.
Figure 2 presents the responsiveness of the CV of prices to different money
injections. The x-axis represents money injection as a proportion of existing stock of
money. The y-axis represents proportion change in the CV of prices in response to the
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money injection. The CV of prices increases in response to money injection: all yvalues are positive. Furthermore, the greater the money injection, the greater the
increase in CV of prices.
Figure 3 presents the responsiveness of the CV of prices to a money injection
with varying proportion of agents who receive the initial money injection. As the
proportion of agents who receive the initial money injection increases, the
responsiveness of CV of prices decreases. When all agents receive an
equiproportional increase in money (x-axis value equals 1), monetary shock does not
change the CV of prices.
The mechanism behind the temporary increase in price dispersion in response
to a monetary shock is the following. The agents that receive new money increase
demand for inputs. The suppliers of these inputs raise prices. This begins a whole
sequence of price changes. Initially, as the money spreads through the economy, price
dispersion increases as some agents change prices, while others charge old prices. In
the long run, money percolates to all agents, the economy reaches steady state, and
price dispersion returns to its level before money injection.
Result 2: Some prices temporarily fall in response to money injection.
Evidence and Discussion: Figure 4 presents time series of changes in prices.
The x-axis represents time steps. The y-axis represents proportion change in prices
between consecutive time steps. Figure 4 shows some prices temporarily fall in
response to a money injection.
Figure 5 presents the distribution of price changes after monetary shock. The
x-axis represents proportion change in prices between consecutive time steps. The y34

axis represents normalized frequency. Figures 5 shows some prices decrease in
response to a money injection.
The mechanism behind the fall in some prices is the following. Imagine a
system with four firms: α , β , λ , and δ , as shown in Figure 6. The arrows between
firms indicate the direction of the flow of demand. α buys input from β , λ buys
inputs from β and δ . Suppose α receives a money injection, and as a consequence
increases demand for inputs from β . The increase in demand for β 's output leads to
an increase in the price of β 's output. Since λ buys inputs from β , λ experiences an
increase in price of an input. The increase in the price of an input produces a
substitution effect and an income effect. The substitution effect increases λ 's demand
for δ 's good. The income effect decreases λ 's demand for δ 's good. If income effect
overwhelms the substitution effect, then δ experiences a decrease in the demand for
its output (a negative demand shock) and consequently decreases its price. Ultimately,
a money injection in α leads to a decrease in the price of the good produced by δ .
In the model economy, as to which firms decrease prices depends on the network of
relations between firms. For instance, δ may not decrease its price in response to a
decrease in demand from λ if δ experiences a compensating increase in demand
from another firm η (not in Figure 7). As to which firms decrease their price is
determined which firms receive and the network of relations between firms.
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Figure 1: Time series of coefficient of variation of prices with monetary shock at time
step 500.
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Figure 2: Change in coefficient of variation of prices in response to different
monetary shocks
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Figure 3: Change in coefficient of variation of prices with different proportion of
agents who receive initial money injection
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Figure 4: Time series of prices with monetary shock at time step 500
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Figure 5: Histogram of price changes
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Figure 6: Relations between firms
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2.4

Concluding Remarks
This paper has been an attempt to explain the observed effects of monetary

shocks on the distribution of prices. Our solution is built on economic agents who do
not suffer from money illusion, so that the hypothetical experiment of a proportional
expansion in the nominal wealth of all agents produces no change in the distribution
of relative prices. These rational agents are placed on a production network in which
they make decisions based on prices of inputs and output. In this setting, monetary
shocks produce an increase in price dispersion, and some prices fall in response to an
expansionary monetary shock.
In order for our solution to carry any conviction, it has been necessary to adopt
a framework simple enough to permit a clear understanding of the basic mechanisms
at work. To obtain this simplicity, most features of the US economy have been
abstracted from, with two notable exceptions: monetary shocks are inhomogeneous
and firms interact with each other through a production network. These two features
have proved sufficient to develop a preliminary understanding of why the distribution
of prices changes in response to monetary shocks.
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Chapter 3: Towards a New Austrian Economics∗

Austrian macroeconomists of the interwar period saw the economy as a
complex adaptive system, in which macroeconomic variables emerge from the
interaction between millions of purposefully acting agents. Recent advances in
computation technology allow us to build empirically salient synthetic economies in
silico, and thereby formalize many Austrian insights. We present a workhorse model
with firms on a production network. Macroeconomic variables evolve through the
interaction between micro-economic decisions. We use the model to explain why
some prices temporarily decrease in response to money injection. We also provide a
sketch of other potential applications of our production network model.

3.1

Introduction
In standard Neoclassical and New Keynesian DSGE macroeconomic models,

the US economy of 6 million firms and 120 million workers is treated as a Robinson
Crusoe economy of one household. Major shortcomings of such an approach have
become obvious with its inability to explain the housing boom and resulting financial
crisis and recession of 2007-09. Only since the crisis have macroeconomists begun to
recognize that complex market interactions among a multiplicity of agents might be
important for explaining aggregate outcomes (Gabaix 2011, Acemoglu et al 2012).
∗
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The Austrian tradition in macroeconomics, by contrast, stresses that the
movement from micro to macro involves an increase in the complexity of the
phenomena under study (Lewis 2012, Axtell 2014). In his Nobel lecture F. A. Hayek
(1989), referring specifically to the problem of explaining unemployment in a
recession, emphasized that “the social sciences, like much of biology but unlike most
fields of the physical sciences, have to deal with structures of essential complexity,
i.e. with structures whose characteristic properties can be exhibited only by models
made up of relatively large numbers of variables.” To explain phenomena of
organized complexity we need more than statistical relations among aggregates as
used in standard macroeconomics. The properties of a complex interactive system
depend not only on the properties of the individual elements of which the system is
composed, but also on the relations between the individual elements.
Here lies a challenge. Can we write down models made up of large numbers of
agents, explicitly and reasonably specifying the manner in which they interact, that
yield emergent results reproducing the characteristic properties of a macroeconomy?
The models that Austrians like Friedrich Hayek, Ludwig von Mises, Joseph
Schumpeter, and more recently Roger Garrison (2001), have traditionally employed
to understand business cycles have been almost entirely verbal and graphical. Here we
propose that progress can be made in understanding the organized complexity of the
macroeconomy by building agent-based models, which we can calibrate and use to
simulate macroeconomic time series.
We call this approach “New Austrian Macroeconomics.” In the sections that
follow we discuss the background and motivation for the approach, provide the
specific working example of a “workhorse” agent-based macro model that displays
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short run monetary non-neutrality (Taghawi-Nejad and Veetil 2016), and consider the
prospects for modifying the model to capture other macroeconomic phenomena.
3.2

The Austrian School of Thought in Macroeconomics
The term “school of thought” is used to refer to two distinct objects: a

sociological entity and an intellectual entity. A sociological school of thought has one
master and one doctrine, with a core group, zones of influences, and outer fringes. An
intellectual school of thought is a closely connected web of ideas in which members
share a pre-analytic vision, agree on “what are the questions”, and do not differ
gravely on practical wisdom (though they may differ on public policy). The
Ricardians of nineteenth century were a school of thought in both senses. So too were
the early Keynesians, with Keynes the master, his General Theory the doctrine, and a
core group gathered at Cambridge. The early Keynesians shared a belief in the need to
save the capitalist economy from itself, and in the ability of policy-makers to do so
with macroeconomic policies acting upon aggregate variables. The hydraulic machine
built by A. C. Phillips stands as an emblem of these beliefs (Barr 1988).
The Austrian macroeconomists of the interwar years, especially if we include
Schumpeter in the group, did not constitute a school of thought in the sociological
sense. Schumpeter, Mises, and Hayek were all masters in their own right. Their
spheres of influence were different. Mises produced some disciples in the United
States. But neither Schumpeter nor Hayek produced men more faithful to their Master
than their Science, an achievement in its own right.
The Austrians did however form a school of thought in the intellectual sense.
Schumpeter, Mises, and Hayek and their followers shared the belief that
macroeconomic turbulence was a consequence of plan failures. Lionel Robbins
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famously characterized a recession as “a cluster of errors.” But they differed on its
origins, mechanisms, and consequences (Veetil and Wagner 2015). Schumpeter,
Mises, and Hayek saw an economy as an ecology of interconnected plans (Wagner
1999, 2012). Austrian business cycle theory is essentially a theory of why and how
plan failures arise in an economic system. For Mises and Hayek, plan failures arise
when the price system is distorted by central bank intervention. For Schumpeter, plan
failures arise when innovation disrupts routines. Schumpeter, Mises, and Hayek were
concerned with the origin, propagation, and resolution of miscoordination among the
plans of economic agents.
Mises (1934) and Hayek (1931, 1939, 1941) constructed their theory of the
business cycle from British Currency-School’s ideas of self-reversing monetary
disturbances, combined with the Swedish economist Knut Wicksell’s distinction
between market and “natural” rates of interest and the earlier Austrian economist
Eugen von Böhm-Bawerk’s capital theory. The key to explaining the “cluster of
errors” was to show how monetary disturbances that distorted interest rates prompted
investors to launch unsustainable investments. The distortion of the interest rate
produces a mismatch between the plans of savers and the plans of investors. The
time-profile of consumable output that the business sector as a whole is planning no
longer matches the public’s planned time-profile of savings and consumption across
the same periods. Investment is especially skewed toward the “earlier stages” of
production, meaning projects such as mineral extraction, heavy industry, and building
construction that will yield consumable output only in relatively distant future
periods. The economy is too “top-heavy” with activity far removed in time from final
consumption, because those are the most interest-sensitive activities. Expectations of
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profitability based on a distorted interest rate signal are bound to be disappointed
(Hayek 1933). The mismatch is revealed in the bust that occurs when a cluster of new
investment projects cannot be profitably completed once the interest rate returns to
equilibrium are finally terminated (for a succinct statement of the Mises-Hayek cycle
theory see White 2012, pp. 73-82).
While Schumpeter agreed with Mises and Hayek that recessions reflect largescale plan failures, he differed on its origins. For Schumpeter, plan failures arise
because of the continual injection of new entrepreneurial plans into the drama of
economic life. The discovery of new products, new markets, and new ways of doing
things upset cost calculations, which lead to the failure of some plans. One plan
failure can lead to the failure of another plan, producing cascades of failures. The size
of the cascades of plan failures depends on the state of the system. Schumpeter did
not develop a theory of what determines the size of cascades, but noted that the
capitalist system can be extremely sensitive to small changes (for a concise statement
of Schumpeter’s theory, along with some clarificatory notes, see Veetil 2016).
Though Schumpeter, Mises, and Hayek differed on the origins of
macroeconomic turbulence, they all saw macroeconomic variables as emergent
outcomes of microeconomic interactions. The Austrians sought microeconomic
causes of macroeconomic variability. While modern macroeconomics began its quest
for micro-foundations in the 1970s (Weintraub 1979), Austrian macroeconomics was
always micro-founded. The Austrians did not accept as explanatory any theory
without human agency, in which macro variables act upon each other, as in the Y = C
+ I + G + NX or MV=PQ account of a macro economy.
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Schumpeter, Mises, and Hayek recognized that the interaction between
economic agents produce phenomena that may not be present at the level of
individuals, or even in smaller groups, because scale matters (Hayek 1964, Axtell
2006). In complex systems, scale matters because individual elements are
interdependent and self-organizing, and the nature of relations between individuals
changes as the number of elements in the system grows. We should expect the
macroeconomic phenomena of an economy with 1 individual to be very different
from that of an economy with 100 million individuals.
Social regularity does not require individual regularity. For instance, the size
distribution of firms in the United States is relatively stable, though on average every
month a hundred thousand firms are founded and equal numbers collapse (Axtell and
Guerrero Forthcoming). Similarly, in the United States, the flux in the labor market
dwarfs the changes in aggregate employment. In a typical year, nearly a third of those
employed move from one employer to another (Fallick and Fleischman 2004). Nearly
half of these workers change jobs across broadly defined industries (Bjelland et al.
2011). About as many workers, move from employment to the unemployment pool,
and a comparable number move from and to the labor poor (Fallick and Fleischman
2004). All this means that the US labor pool churns over more than once in a single
year, a frequency that labor economist Robert Hall (1999, p. 1151) calls
“astonishingly high”. Despite the immense churning, aggregate data on distributions
of labor flows exhibit discernable properties.
Macroeconomic stability can emerge without the fixity of micro economic
entities. Furthermore, it can emerge without the central limit theorem, which does not
apply in a complex economy because the behavior of microeconomic entities is not
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independent from one other (Acemoglu et al 2012). The stability of macroeconomic
aggregates reflects deep underlying social processes, which involve the structure of
interactions between economic agents. The structure of relations between economic
agents emerges out of agents-decisions, for instance the topology of the production
network of the US economy is an outcome of local decisions of millions of firms.
Concomitantly, agent-level decisions are influenced by the structure of relations
between agents, for instance the profitability of a firm (or its very existence) may
depend on the profitability of a supplier, and on the decisions of a supplier’s supplier.
There are microfoundations to macroeconomics and macrofoundations to
microeconomics. Where ‘macrofoundations of microeconomics’ means the impact of
different structural relations between microeconomic agents on the dynamics of
macroeconomic aggregates. Schumpeter, Mises, and Hayek were ahead of their time
in thinking of the economy as a complex adaptive system, in which the structure of
relations between firms matters. This is the key “Austrian” element in what we call
New Austrian Macroeconomics.
We do not intend to suggest that Schumpeter, Mises, and Hayek agreed on all
matters of significance. Among other issues, the three had different views on
macroeconomic policy. Mises came closest to a laissez-faire policy outlook. Hayek
proposed active bank policy to prevent the self-amplification of a depression through
a cumulative process, what he and other Austrians called a secondary depression
(White 2008). Schumpeter (1939, p. vi) remarked that his own “analysis can in fact be
used to derive practical conclusions of the most conservative as well as the most
radical complexion”. The three Austrians differed less on matters of practical
wisdom. Neither Schumpeter, nor Hayek had much faith in the ability of government
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spending to prod an economy out of recession, as exemplified by the following
passage from Schumpeter’s (1936, p. 795) review of Keynes’ General Theory:
The less said about the last book the better. Let him who accepts the
message there expounded rewrite the history of the French ancien
regime in some such terms as these: Louis XV was a most enlightened
monarch. Feeling the necessity of stimulating expenditure he secured
the services of such expert spenders as Madame de Pompadour and
Madame du Barry. They went to work with unsurpassable efficiency.
Full employment, a maximum of resulting output, and general
wellbeing ought to have been the consequence. It is true that instead
we find misery, shame and, at the end of it all, a stream of blood. But
that was a chance coincidence.
3.3

What is New in “New Austrian Macroeconomics”?
Economics is by its nature a quantitative science. Much of the economic world

presents itself in form of prices and quantities, which are numerical explananda. What
is to be done to explain them is a difficult methodological question. A famous
controversy of sorts exploded in the Methodenstreit or dispute over methods between
the Austrians and the German Historical School in the late nineteenth century. In the
usual caricature of the dispute, Menger and his school championed theoretical
economics over non-generalizable history, while Schmoller championed historical
economics over arid theory.
Whatever may be the actual details of the dispute and the verdict of the
historians of economic thought, the notion of a conflict between theory and empirical
work is unhelpful. Theory is no doubt indispensable. As Marshall (1897, p. 119)
noted, one cannot go from the particular to the particular without going through the
general. The collection of data is often shaped by some implicit or explicit notion of
the working of the economic system. For instance, the development of national
income accounting is closely associated with idea that aggregate variables act upon
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each other, and can be acted upon through government policy. Yet at the same time,
facts about the world inevitably enter any explanatory theory. Empirical observations
give the theorist parameters of individual behavior and institutional circumstances
that describe the initial conditions of the system. Useful theory is colored by data, and
useful data by theory.
Economists face the problem of building empirically salient models to explain
reality. Numerous examples from the history of economic analysis indicate that there
are benefits to building models in formal languages (Schumpeter 1954). The
application of calculus and other mathematical techniques has yielded useful results
not reached by verbal means or freehand diagrams. This is no surprise. Unlike
mathematics and computer programs, natural languages did not emerge to solve the
problems of science. It is difficult to state ones assumptions precisely in a natural
language, and to carry on scientific discourse without getting bogged down by having
to recreate “what the author had in mind”. Mathematics and computer programs make
arguments explicit and testable. Furthermore, in so far as economic arguments involve
assumptions about parameters of various kinds, formal language forces the economist
to make the parametric assumptions explicit. Argument made in natural languages run
the risk of changing parametric assumptions from paragraph to paragraph, or worse
still from sentence to sentence.
Hayek (1943) was critical of the inappropriate use of mathematical methods to
study social sciences. It is indeed true that the success of a technique used in one area
of knowledge does not guarantee its success in another area of knowledge. But
conversely it does not guarantee its failure. Just because higher mathematics were first
used by physicists does not mean that “there is anything specially ‘physicalist’ about”
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them (Schumpeter 1954, p. 18). It is as much a folly to exclude a tool, as it is to use
one, simply because it is used elsewhere. It is sensible to study economic systems
“using tools dictated by the character of the economy, not those that dictate the
economy’s character” (Axtell 2007, p. 119). However, the origin of a tool has little to
do with whether it suits the character of an economic system.
Mises (1949, p. 31) was right in saying that the “experience with which the
science of human action have to deal with is always an experience of complex
phenomena”. And it is an error to generalize from a case study. But Mises’s (1949, p.
31) inference that the “information conveyed by historical experience cannot be used
as building material for the construction of theories” does not hold when we consider
historical experience in its broadest sense. The pure logic of choice does not exhaust
economic theory. Useful economic theory is the logic of choice with certain
observationally based auxiliary assumption about the individuals who make these
choices, and certain empirically based assumptions about how individuals interact.
The economic theory of human interactions must of necessity be built on the
information conveyed by broad historical experience.
All this means that economic theory can be tested in two distinct ways. The
parametric assumptions that enter economic theory may be evaluated for their
empirical accuracy. And the steps that use the parametric assumptions to produce
economic outcomes may be tested for their logical validity. Often, it may not be
possible to perform the two tests separately because historical data about all
parameters may not be available. Therefore the economist faces the problem of
jointly-testing the logical validity of her arguments and the empirical validity of the
historical assumptions that enter her argument at different stages. There is nothing
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apodictic about economic theory that goes beyond the pure logic of choice. Economic
theory constitutes “plausible reasoning” about historical circumstances and social
processes (Polya 1968), mere conjectures by human beings far simpler than the
system they study.
None of this is to deny the observation made by Hayek (1941, 1943) and
Mises (1960) that social sciences begin with knowledge not available to the physical
scientists. Social scientists theorize about human actors whose decision-making ways
are to some extent accessible through introspection. When the social scientist looks
upon an economy as if he were looking at bacteria in a petri dish, she throws out
knowledge of great significance. But it would be a pity to throw out all other
knowledge and merely use the knowledge that we have of other human beings in light
of being humans ourselves. Reflecting on the economic problems of an isolated
Robinson Crusoe is not a basis for understanding phenomena of multi-agent systems.
In the midst of such complex problems, there is little reason to rule out any promising
technique, method, or tool before giving it a try. “New” Austrian macroeconomics is
therefore simply the old Austrian insight that macroeconomic variables are emergent
outcomes for microeconomic decisions, studied with formal tools, open to empirical
investigation.

3.4

Agent-based Modeling and New Austrian Macroeconomics
While Schumpeter, Mises, and Hayek produced significant insights on the

workings of an economic system, they did not built formal models of economic
processes that generate the statistical properties of empirically observed time series
(Stock and Watson 1998). This is as much a criticism of the masters as of Galileo for
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not having built the Hubble Telescope. The technology was simply not available to
build the models that Hayek (1989) presumably had in mind when he spoke of
“models made up of relatively large numbers” of systematically connected agents.
The most advanced technology of the interwar years was differential and difference
equations. While differential equation models of aggregate variables may capture the
time-series properties to be explained, from an Austrian point of view differential
equation models do not by themselves constitute an explanation (Boettke and Veetil
2016).
It is only towards the very end of the twentieth century that the technology to
study Hayekian ideas about complex systems began to develop. These came to be
known as agent-based models. Agent-based models have the potential to “create
contemporary analytics” for Austrian macro (Opera and Wagner 2003, p. 98). An
agent-based model is a synthetic economy populated by purposefully behaving agents,
who make decisions based on limited information. The agents interact on networks,
and sometimes form networks through bottom-up processes. In agent-based models
economic actors can interact with each other, and are not limited to interacting with
vectors of prices (Kirman 1997). The economic agents populating the synthetic
economies may be consumers, firms, workers, government officials, and other
decision-making entities.
A typical agent-based model has three parts (Macal and North 2010). The first
part is a specification of individual agents. This includes description of their cognitive
characteristics, access to information, and goals, all of which may vary across agents.
The second part is a specification of the process of interactions between agents. And
the third part is an environment through which or with which agents interact. The
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artificial economy is run forward in time and the data that emerges from agentinteractions is collected for inference (Axelrod 1997). Agent-based models are
particularly useful to study problems that involve variables that are too few or too
interdependent to make statistical mechanics appropriate, but too many to use
nineteenth century mathematics (Weaver 1948). For a primer on agent-based models
see: http://www2.econ.iastate.edu/tesfatsi/ace.htm.
Agent based models are useful to study systems that are difficult to
characterize through analytical methods. Some systems resist full description through
equations, while others are difficult to study by manipulating equations (Axtell 2000).
For example, economists have studied a variety of phenomena including political
competition by applying Hotelling’s (1929) model of competition between two firms
facing customers uniformly distributed along a line. But competition seldom occurs
over just one attribute. Theoretical and practical questions call for a generalization of
the Hotelling model along multi-dimensional space. However the model cannot be
generalized using analytical methods because when firms choose both location and
price, it becomes difficult to compute the areas they serve. By using instead an agentbased approach, Ottino-Loffler et al. (2015) generalize the model of spatial
competition. They create a synthetic economy with many firms who make both price
and location choices. Agent-based models are a general-purpose technique.
As Hayek (1964) recognized decades ago, scale matters in social systems.
There are good reasons to believe that the statistical properties of aggregate variables
in an economy with 100 firms will be very different from that of an economy with
100,000 firms. Today, we can build synthetic economies that are full-scale replicas of
real world economies. Consider Axtell’s (1999) agent-based model of firm dynamics,
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which populates a synthetic economy with 120 million workers. The workers form
firms because team production yields productivity gains. However, team production
creates problems too. Workers have an incentive to shirk, and monitoring is costly. As
team sizes grow larger, some workers shirk, which incentivizes others to shirk. Such
firms produce low output per worker, causing some workers to leave for other firms
or form new firms of their own. Under some parameteric conditions, this simple
dynamics reproduces over two-dozen facts about firm and labor dynamics in the
United States. These facts include firm size distribution, flow of workers from one
firm to another, monthly creation of new firms, and age-distribution of firms (Axtell
and Guerrero Forthcoming).
A number of other agent-based model have been estimated to fit empirical
data. Dean et al (2000) provide an agent-based model that empirically fits the cultural
dynamics of the Anasazi civilization. Geanakopolos et al (2012) fit several aspects of
pre and post crisis housing market dynamics using an agent-based model. Samanidou
et al (2007) fits several financial market time series using an agent-based model. For a
discussion on the empirical validation of agent-based models see Windrum et al
(2007), Alfarano et al (2005), and Janssen and Ostrom (2006). For a discussion of the
micro-consistency of agent-based models that fit macroeconomic variables see Le
Baron (2016).
Agent-based modes are typically estimated by simulation (McFadden and
Ruud 1994). Estimation by simulation of agent-based models works in the following
manner. One defines a distance between model output and real world data. The
distance may be absolute value, sum of squared errors, or higher order moments. With
multiple outputs, the distances between the different outputs of the agent-based model
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and real world data must be weighted. After defining the distance, one runs multiple
iterations of the model and changes parameter values to decrease the weighted
distance. Some, if not most, parameters of an agent-based model are defined at the
level of the individual. Changes in individual-level parameters alter individual
behavior, which in turn changes the interactions between individuals and the
aggregate variables that emerge from these interactions. We can estimate the
parameters as long we have more data than parameters. McFadden and Ruud (1994)
discuss how to estimate models without closed form solutions if we do not have many
individual observations, but have data on several higher order moments. These are
problems of yesteryears. We live in the world of big data. Axtell (2001) presents data
on the population of firms in the United Stated, a matter that was well beyond the
dreams of yesteryear economists. We have data on the input-output network for a
subset of firms in Japan (Mizuno et al 2014) and for all publically traded firms in the
United States (Atalay et al 2011).
Specification searching and post-hoc model construction threaten the
robustness of agent-based model simulations, as they do to traditional econometric
results (Leamer 1978). In a two parameters model that produces one time series, it
may be possible to grid-search the parameter space and select the combination of
parameters that minimize the distance between model output and in-sample real world
data. A large-scale macroeconomic model of the US economy may involve a dozen or
more parameters, and will produce several dozen time-series. The question of
judgment enters the problem of parameter estimation. What should be the weights
attached to errors associated with different time series? Should employment weigh
more than inflation? Which parameters should be changed in which combinations?
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Estimating parameters of an agent-based model requires judgment. As long as the
judgments are transparent, robustness is open for assessment.
3.5

A Workhorse New Austrina Macro Model: with an application
In this section, we describe a “workhorse” agent-based model (for an

extensive account see Taghawi-Nejad and Veetil 2016) built on the standard model of
monopolistic competition in the market for intermediate goods as generalized by
Gualdi and Mandel (2015). Firms are related to each other through a weighted
production network. The weights of the network represent the proportions in which
firms buy inputs from each other. Each firm makes decisions based on local
information. Profit maximizing firms determine prices as in standard models of
monopolistic competition. Given factor prices charged by their suppliers, firms
minimize cost to determine the proportions in which to buy inputs. Prices and
network weights emerge from the interactions between optimizing firms. In this
section, we illustrate some of the basic functionalities of the model, and to motivate
its future use for studying other macro economic problems. The model is about 800
lines of code written in Python programming language and is available at
https://bitbucket.org/VipinVeetil/cantillon.
Economists have long recognized that monetary shocks change the
distribution of prices (Cantillon 1755, Edgeworth 1887, Keynes 1932, Mises 1949).
But most theoretical models of monetary non-neutrality do not produce one of the
observed relationships about monetary non-neutrality: some prices temporarily
decrease in response to positive monetary shocks (Bils et al 2003, Lastrapes 2006,
Balke and Wynne 2007, Baumeister et al 2013). Our production network model
produces a fall in some prices in response to a money injection. In what follows we
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describe the process of money injection, present evidence, and explain the mechanism
for the temporary fall in some prices.
New money is injected in some firms by increasing their nominal wealth.
These firms increase their demand for inputs and thereby increase the nominal wealth
of their suppliers. The money spreads through the network as firms change their
demand and supply decisions. Figure 7 presents a histogram of price changes five
time steps after a monetary shock (a 10% increase in the stock of money). The x-axis
represents proportion change in prices, for example 0.25 means the price is 25%
greater than the price before money injection. The y-axis represents normalized
frequency. Some values of the x-axis are negative because some firms decrease prices
in response to a money injection in the economy.
The intuition behind the decrease in some prices in response to a money
injection is the following. Imagine a system with four firms: a, b, c, and d, as shown
in Figure 8. The arrows between firms indicate the direction of the flow of demand: a
buys input from b, c buys inputs from b and d. Suppose a receives a money injection,
and as a consequence increases demand for b’s output. The increase in demand for b's
output leads to an increase in the price of b's output. Since c buys from b, c
experiences an increase in price of an input. As to how c responds to an increase price
of an input depends on the income effect and the substitution effect. The income
effect would cause c to decrease the demand for the input it buys from d. The
substitution effect would cause c to increase the demand for the input it buys from d.
If the income effect overwhelms the substitution effect, then c reduces the demand for
the input it buys from d. If c reduces demand for the input it buys from d, then d
experiences a fall in the demand for its output. In response to the fall in demand, d
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reduces the price for its output. Ultimately, a money injection in a leads to a fall in
price of the good produced by d. In the model economy with one thousand firms, as to
which prices fall depends on the network of relations between firms. For instance, d
may not decrease its price in response to a decrease in demand from c if d experiences
an increase in demand from another firm e (not in Figure 8). The topology of
interaction between firms, and the firms through which money is injected, determines
which firms decrease prices, by how much, and for how long. Mises (1949, p. 410) in
the following passage describes the mechanism our model lays out:
...we must never forget that changes in the quantity of money affect
prices in an uneven way. It depends on the data of each particular case
at what moment and to what extent the prices of the various
commodities and services are affected. In the course of a monetary
expansion (inflation) that first reaction is not only that the prices of
some of them rise more quickly and more steeply than others. It may
also occur that some fall at first as they are for the most part
demanded by those groups whose interests are hurt (italics added)
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Figure 7: Histogram of accumulated price changes after monetary shocks
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Figure 8: Sample relations between firms in a production network
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3.6

Open Questions: Three Potential Applications of Our New Austrian

Macro Model
First, our workhorse model can be developed to study Mises’s (1949) ideas on
business cycles. The version of our model used to study the effect of monetary shocks
on the distribution of prices does not have capital goods, time structure of production,
or interest rate, all of which can be introduced into the model. Firms may use capital
to produce goods, with different kinds of capital lasting for different time periods; one
way to do this is to incorporate heterogeneous depreciation in capital goods as in
Veetil (2016).
Firms may be connected to each other in such a way that some firms produce
higher-order goods and others produce lower-order goods. And finally, a market for
loanable funds can be introduced where households place savings and firms place
demands for savings. Central bank may from time to time intervene in the market for
loanable funds to distort the rate of interest. Furthermore, central bank intervention
can be made a function of the state of the economy, thereby endogenizing central
bank decision-making.
We are likely to gain two insights from developing an agent-based model of
Mises’s cycle theory. One, we will be in a position to answer the question of what
proportion of real world macro-economic dynamics is explained by Mises’s cycle
theory. In other words, what is the empirical relevance of Mises’s dynamics? This can
be done by calibrating the model to real world data, while considering other potential
explanations of macroeconomic dynamics. Two, we will develop some understanding
of the role of entrepreneurial expectations in Mises cycle theory. Cowen (2012)
argues that Misesian dynamics are neutered by entrepreneurial forward-looking
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expectations. It should not take too much intelligence, at any rate far less than what
Austrians typically ascribe to the entrepreneur, to decipher ‘interest rate changes due
to changes in time-preference’ from ‘interest rate changes due to central bank
intervention’. After all, the central bank announces interest rate changes. We believe
that Mises’s dynamics are neutered by the availablility of aggregate data if the
analysis is presented in representative agent or IS-LM style models (Opera 2003 and
Wagner, p. 103). However, Misesian dynamics are not neutered in an agent-based
setting because to neuter the dynamics firms will have to form expectations about the
sequences of changes in prices produced by interest rate changes (Holcombe 2016).
Second, our model can be used to shed light on the debate on monetary policy
rules versus discretion. Traditionally, it has been believed that monetary policy rules
provide more stable environment for economic decision-making than discretionary
monetary policy. The belief is based on the idea that monetary policy rules make it
less costly for economic agents to form expectations about aggregate variables. For
instance, if the Federal Reserve increases money supply at a rate of 3% per year,
agents can form reasonable expectations about price level, thereby avoiding problems
that arise when agents misperceive price level changes as being relative price
changes. This view of monetary policy rules is based on models in which economic
decisions are primarily based on expectations about aggregate variables. In a
decentralized economic system, agents form expectations about a whole host of
variables, many of which are local. In fact, most economic agents possibly care more
about local variables than aggregate variables. There is little reason to believe that
monetary policy rules defined on aggregate variables lend stability to an economic
system, in which the decisions on economic agents will be influenced by the way in
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which the rule affects local variables. Policies that stabilize aggregate variables may
produce disturbance at the local level, which in turn may disturb micro decisionmaking, and produce instability in aggregate variables. This problem can be studied
using our agent-based macro model. We can allow a central bank to inject money at
different rates and in different ways. Furthermore, we can study how the rules rank
when a central bank has lagged and incomplete information about the state of the
economy (Morgenstern 1950).
Third, our model can be used to understand the influence of monetary
institutions on economic activity. The effects of monetary shocks on the distribution
of prices are not artifacts of central banking; a system of private banking too will
exhibit relative price effects of money injections. Yet the relative price effects, and
the consequence of these effects on the stability of the economic system may be
different in central banking and private banking systems. While several scholars have
claimed that private banking systems may be more stable than a central banking
system, there are no formal models that have studied this claim or derived the
conditions under which the claim it true. As a first step, we can build a private
banking system by allowing multiple banks to inject money into different parts of the
economy. It will be interesting to see whether private bank money injections produce
Misesian cycles as Hayek (1933) claims.

3.7

On Expectations and the Dimension of Economic Problems
In 1975 Lucas presented a seminal model of macro-economic dynamics based

on informational lags. In Lucas’s Islands model agents face the problem of
deciphering relative price changes from changes in the price level. Agents
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misperceive the relative price of the good they produce due to a lag in information
about aggregate money supply. Lucas renounced his Islands Model for good reason.
Data on aggregate money supply are available at reasonably short intervals. The
Federal Reserve publishes data on M1 every Thursday and data on M2 every
Monday. The dynamics of Lucas’s Island Model are neutered if agents have data on
aggregate money supply and use it to form reasonable expectations about the price
level.
In contrast to Lucas’s Islands Model, the dynamics of our production network
macro model are not neutered if agents have information on aggregate variables. Each
firm’s profit depends on the prices at which it buys inputs and the price at which it
sells output. The changes in the prices that matter to a firm are not a trivial function of
aggregate variables. Information about aggregate variables does not allow firms to
predict the sequence of changes in the prices of different inputs and output.
The temporal sequence and direction of changes of all the different prices in
the economy as a consequence of money injection depends on which firms receive the
initial money injection, the topology of the network, and the state of each firm in the
network. No firm has information about which firms receive new money, what they
do with new money, and the inter-relations between different firms in an economy, all
of which is necessary to predict the sequence of changes in the prices of its inputs and
output. And even if each firm did have all the information it needs to compute the
economy wide sequence of price changes, such computation would be practically
impossible (Axtell 2005, Taghawi-Nejad and Veetil Forthcoming). The US economy
has over six million firms connected through an intricate web of relations, with some
firms near bankruptcy, others growing, still others considering new projects. No firm
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is capable of computing the time path of price changes in an economy due to the
injection of new money. The problems solved through the interaction between
economic agents are too complex for any single agent to solve even if she were to
have all necessary information to solve the problem. As Vilfredo Pareto (1971, p.
171) notes, in such cases it is “political economy that comes to the aid of
mathematics”. Agents in our model form expectations about objects that are of
relevance to them. Agents have heterogeneous expectations not only in the sense that
different agents have different expectations about the same object, but also in the
sense that different agents have expectations about different objects, as explained by
Wagner (1999, p. 72) in the following passage.
For someone who owns an auto repair shop and is trying to decide whether to
expand his facility or to move to a new location where a larger facility is
already in place, his expectation about the future general price level is surely
far down his list of concerns, and may not appear at all. It would surely be the
same for the vast preponderance of commercial decisions where people are
making choices now to commit resources to particular uses, when the results
will not be known until some future time. There would be many different
particular objects of expectation, depending on the particular activity about
which expectations are being formed.
Lucas (1976) was quite right in noting that economic agents are forward looking. Few
would disagree with Lucas’s view that it is strange to presume public agents are free
to change their choice variables in response to a change in information but private
agents are contractually commitment to past, or that private agents do not consider
volatility of variables that affect them while forming contracts. Sargent and Wallace
(1976) have a point when they say that in a society where policy makers change rules,
economic agents will tend to consider possible rule changes while making plans for
the future. Unlike the post-Keynesians (Crotty 1980) and others who were, and still
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are (Frydman and Phelps 2012), too keen on treating expectations as an external
driving force of macroeconomic volatility, Lucas—like Schumpeter before him—
thought expectation about economic variables was within the domain of economic
analysis. Schumpeter criticized Keynes’s treatment of expectations as exogenous
variables that influence economic activity, as exemplified by the phrase “animal
spirits”. Schumpeter (1939, p. 55) thought expectations cannot be treated like the taste
of tobacco, but must be explained as variables that co-evolve with macroeconomic
circumstances.
We agree with Lucas (1976) when he says expectations are influenced by the
economic environment, however we do not believe economic agents form “rational
expectations” in Muth’s (1961) sense. The economy is far too complex for agents to
estimate parameters of joint-distributions of all variables that matter. In a complex
economy, rational expectations are not only computationally impractical, but its very
pursuit may be irrational in the sense that it will not meet marginal cost calculus.
Economic agents have no reason to gather information about the economy as a whole
if they are incapable of processing it to form expectations. In a complex economy, the
pursuit of rational expectations may be irrational. Sargent and Wallace (1976) are
right in saying that economic agents consider possible rule changes when making
plans, but the system is far too complex for them to compute the impact of future rule
changes on their plans.

3.8

Concluding Remarks
Macroeconomics has gone through much change in the last hundred years, so

much so that macroeconomic theory appears more like an object of fashion than
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science. One of the reasons for the fads in macroeconomic theory is its close relation
to policy making. The history of last hundred years illustrates that macroeconomists
have fallen prey to Ricardian Vice: the practice of offering advice about a complex
world based on simple models. Analysis that presumes governments directly act upon
aggregate variables tell us little about what government can actually do. Yet the ISLM model was used to support interventionist policies. Analysis that uses a single
agent to represent an economy with 6 million firms and 120 million workers cannot
tell us much about how markets work. Yet representative agent models were used to
argue for laissez-faire. Contemporary American Austrians too are guilty of the
Ricardian Vice, perhaps more so than New Classical and New Keynesian economists.
Many American Austrians have argued for little or no government intervention during
recessions and for ending the Federal Reserve, though no one has built a model that
produces a single time series, let alone the dozen or two regularities found in
macroeconomic data. New Austrians must stay wary of the Ricardian Vice; it helps
neither policy, nor theory, as Schumpeter (1936, p. 792) explains in the following
passage.
It is, however, vital to renounce communion with any attempt to revive the
Ricardian practice of offering in the garb of general scientific truth, advice
which whether good or bad carries meaning only with references to the
practical exigencies of the unique historical situation of a given time and
country. This sublimates practical issues into scientific ones, divides
economists-as in fact we can see already from any discussion about this bookaccording to lines of political preference, produces popular successes at the
moment, and reactions after-witness the fate of Ricardian economics -neither
of which have any thing to do with science. Economics will never have nor
merit any authority until that unholy alliance is dissolved.
Nothing in a bottom-up view of an economic system suggests that policy will be
neutral or ineffective. To say that a government cannot directly act upon aggregate
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variables is very different from saying government policy cannot change aggregate
variables in “desirable” directions. Our understanding of whether, how, and when
government policy can influence an economic system depends on a reasonable view
of a complex economic system, and a complex government bureaucracy which is
intertwined with the economic system (Wagner 2014). It is such an understanding that
we lack most at the moment.
Schumpeter, Mises, and Hayek had profound insights about the working of a
decentralized economic system. Today, we have the computational technology to
build large-scale empirically salient models of a macro economy. Add to this, the
growing appetite within the economics profession (Caballero 2010), and more so
among policy makers for new ways of thinking about the macro economy. In the
same way that IS-LM is now passé, the representative-agent model (with and without
price stickiness) may disappear from graduate textbooks and policy organization. The
question is what will replace these models? We see entrepreneurial profits waiting to
be grasped.
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Chapter 4: Alternative Micro-foundations for Macro Theory:
Additive and Ecological∗

The DSGE framework treats the micro-macro relationship as additive, which supports
a horizontal type of analysis wherein macro variables interact directly with one
another. This framework yields a steady rate of growth when exogenous shocks are
absent. It leads in turn to an examination of whether there are monetary rules that will
calm the turbulence that results from nominal shocks. In contrast to the DSGE
framework, this paper explores an ecological approach to the micro-macro
relationship. This framework entails a vertical form of analysis where there is causal
interaction between micro and macro variables. In place of systemic equilibrium, the
ecological micro foundation reflects processes of spontaneous ordering where there is
interdependence between macro-level variables and micro-level activities. This
micro-macro interdependence leads in turn to different insights into and concerns
about the ability of monetary rules to control nominal shocks.

4.1

Alternative Micro-foundations for Macro Theory: Additive and

Ecological
For the better part of a century, economists have explored whether macro-level
stability is more effectively pursued by a central bank that follows clearly articulated
∗

This chapter is co-authored with Richard E. Wagner.
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rules or a central bank that exercises discretion in response to events and situations.
Undergirding this exploration has been the nearly universal presumption that steady
growth is an attainable state for a macro economy. The DSGE framework treats the
micro-macro relationship as additive, which produces a steady rate of growth as being
normal in the absence of exogenous shocks. In contrast, this paper explores the
possible value an ecological treatment of the micro-macro relationship might bring to
the construction of macro theories, particularly as these pertain to the ability of
monetary policy to promote stability. The ecological framework adds a vertical
element to macro theories in that there is interaction between the micro and macro
levels of analysis.
From an ecological perspective, steady growth is more an artifact of the DSGE
model than it is a feature of economic reality. The DSGE model assumes that all
macro observations pertain to an equilibrated micro economy. While we accept the
claim that a macro theory should rest on reasonable micro foundations, we set forth a
form of spontaneous order theorizing (Aydinonat 2008) as offering an alternative
micro foundation. One illustration of this kind of micro foundation is De Grauwe’s
(2010) effort to advance a bottom-up approach to macro phenomena. Another
illustration is Wagner’s (2012a,b) treatments of a macro economy as a continually
evolving ecology of plans wherein macro variables emerge out of micro-level
interaction, only at no instant in time is that ecology in a state of equilibrium. Rather
it is a process of continual development, where at each instant some enterprises are
being born and others are dying, and with those births and deaths injecting turbulence
into the ecology. Recognition that a healthy economic ecology has turbulence casts a
different light upon the problem of policy. Turbulence is a feature of a healthy
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ecology, but turbulence can also indicate an unhealthy ecology. To seek to calm
healthy turbulence would be destructive, but it would also be destructive to allow
unhealthy turbulence to persist, provided (1) the distinction can truly be made and (2)
policy tools are available that can offset destructive turbulence without also offsetting
beneficial turbulence.

4.2

The Micro-Macro Relationship: Additive and Ecological Formulations
Economists typically treat the micro and macro levels of analysis as effectively

independent. In the immediate post-war period when what was called the neoclassical
synthesis arose, the two levels were treated as truly independent. The analytical claim
at that time was that macro policy could promote full employment and micro policy
could promote open competition, with both together comprising a coherent
framework for economic policy. As economists grew increasingly uneasy with the
absence of micro-foundations for macro theory, the DSGE model came into play.
Macro theories were subsequently built on a base of general equilibrium theory.
While DSGE changed the style of macro theorizing greatly, macro variables were still
related directly to one another as they had been in the days of the neoclassical
synthesis. Macro statements could still be made without filtering those statements
through the micro level because any such filtering would have no value to add to the
explanatory enterprise. The presumption that observations pertained to states of
systemic equilibrium rendered micro and macro statements consistent without explicit
articulation of connections between macro and micro levels of analysis (Weintraub
1993).
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Any analytical framework focusses attention in particular analytical directions
while taking it away from what could have been other directions. In this respect,
Richard Caballero (2010) points out that macro theory has given great emphasis to
fine-tuning the DSGE model while shying away from undertaking broader-ranging
explorations into possible alternative paths of theoretical construction. A theorist
cannot be everywhere at the same time, of course, but it does not follow that all
theorists should be at the same place. Indeed, this was the central point of Caballero
(2010) and his recognition of possible value to exploring alternative analytical paths.
It is such an alternative path of theoretical construction that we pursue here. The
DSGE framework is additive, in that macro variables are created through aggregation
over micro entities. Even if explicit aggregation is not theoretically founded (Stoker
1993), the DSGE avoids the necessity of aggregation by presuming that observations
pertain to states of systemic equilibrium. A key feature of the DSGE framework is that
differences among micro entities have no work to do with regard to macro-level
theorizing, for any differences among micro agents are cancelled through aggregation
into the systemic equilibrium.
It is this feature of cancellation through aggregation that an ecological or
evolutionary framework challenges. This alternative framework does not work by
applying comparative statics to different states of equilibrium. It does not posit that all
observations pertain to states of equilibrium. To the contrary, it posits that the passing
of time is an integral feature of the economic process. As time passes, people
experiment, invent, and learn things that were not known to them at earlier moments.
Hence the data that are used for comparative statics are not available for an analysis
of emergent dynamics, which is a non-equilibrium scheme of analysis which should
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not be confused with disequilibrium analysis, as Katzner (1998) explains. Within this
alternative theoretical framework, the micro-macro relationship is one of interaction
and not independence. The ecology of economic agents is not reasonably reducible to
a representative agent because interactions within the ecology do significant work at
the macro level. Likewise, observations at the macro level can influence patterns of
activity at the micro level. When evolution replaces equilibrium as an analytical
framework, macro theory acquires a vertical direction of movement to supplement the
horizontal direction it has within the DSGE framework.

4.3

The Quantity Theoretic Framework for Stabilizing Nominal GDP
Market monetarism (Nunes and Cole 2013; Salter 2013) has received

significant recent support as an alternative type of monetary rule for promoting macro
stability in the presence of what otherwise would be nominal shocks. Considering
how stabilizing nominal GDP would operate in the presence of nominal shocks can
place in stark relief our contrast between additive and ecological orientations toward
macro phenomena. Market monetarism draws strong inspiration from the cash
balance interpretation of depression that Leland Yeager (1956) advances. Starting
from a position of systemic equilibrium, Yeager posited a sudden and universal
increase in the desire to hold money balances. With this being the only change in the
system, the comparative statics of the situation would lead to a lower set of prices
with real activity remaining unchanged. In light of reasonable recognition that there
would never be instant societal readjustment to this type of shift, a period of economic
disruption would have to be endured before the new economic equilibrium would be
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established. Rather than enduring this disruption, a rule of stabilizing nominal GDP
could maintain the old equilibrium without disruption.
This case for market monetarism through stabilizing nominal GDP is simple,
deceptively so. And in that deceptive quality resides some of the central analytical
issues that are hidden by the additive framework and are revealed by the ecological
framework. The claim that stabilizing nominal GDP can promote real stability at the
macro level is a variation of the classical theme that money is neutral in the long run.
According to this neutrality proposition, the long run effect of doubling the money
supply would be to double all prices, leaving relative prices unchanged. Likewise,
halving the money supply would cut all prices in half, leaving relative prices
unchanged. This analytical exercise could elicit the claim that the classical economists
dichotomized the pricing process, wherein relative prices were determined
independently of absolute prices. Don Patinkin (1965) explained that the classical
economist did not engage in such dichotomization, but rather pursued different
analytical experiments to address different questions.
What appeared to be a dichotomization of the pricing process was just an
analytical technique to maintain a suitable focal point for a particular line of analysis.
One line of analysis sought to explain how adjustments in relative prices operated to
promote micro-level coordination in responses to changes in the relevant data. A
public mourning increased the demand for black cloth, with systemic coordination
promoted through changes in prices. Another line of analysis sought to explain how
the general level of prices would vary with the amount of money in circulation. An
influx of gold would inflate the general level of prices, but would not impair the
coordinative properties of micro-level interaction in the long run. Nominal and real
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were analytically separated as a proposition about long-run properties of systemic
interaction, and yet the ability of an increase in the supply of money to affect prices in
the short run was also recognized, as noted by both Richard Cantillon (1755) and
David Hume (1752).
Market monetarism and the support it gives to stabilizing nominal GDP
embraces what has been wrongly described as the classical dichotomy between
nominal and real values. Within the framework of the quantity theory, the equation of
exchange is a macro-level representation of an economy. This representation is
complementary to the theory of systemic equilibrium at the micro level that the
Classical economists also recognized, even though formalization of such equilibrium
was not set forth until Léon Walras (1874). Within this formalization, Walrasian
equilibrium at the micro level of individual action required the balancing described by
the quantity equation at the macro level. To assert complementarity between micro
and macro statements is most certainly not to assert independence between the two
levels. Only by reducing a macro economy to a representative agent can a theorist
avoid issues associated with complementarity between micro and macro levels. The
representative agent formalization can render market monetarism sensible, but only
by eliminating any notion of an economy as consisting of interacting agents when
coordination is an emergent property of an economic system and not a maintained
hypothesis.

4.4

A Systems-Theoretic Perspective on the Micro-Macro Relationship
The preceding conceptual experiment posited a universal increase in the

demand for money. What if, instead, there was a widespread but distinctly non77

universal increase in the demand for money? All mental experiments allow for
changes in some types of data. A universal increase in the demand for money is one
such piece of data. A non-universal increase is another piece of data. Typically, such
data are posited to motivate a particular line of analytical inquiry. The motivation in
Yeager (1956) was to advance a monetary policy remedy for depression over the
fiscal policy remedy that in the 1950s received far stronger support among
economists. If someone were to ask how it is possible for macro-level data to change,
the answer would surely have to be that a sufficient number of agents at the micro
level changed their patterns of activity to provide a detectable macro observation.
While it is possible to imagine a uniform change in micro data, far more likely is
particular changes that affect particular people. One can imagine a uniform increase in
the demand for money, but far more likely is non-uniformity. Within the ecological
framework, macro variables don’t originate on the macro plane but rather derive from
interactions on the micro plane. An ecologically-oriented macro theory must have a
vertical structure in which macro variables emerge through micro-level interaction
which is projected upward to the macro plane.
Once a multitude of agents inhabit the economy, a uniform increase in the
demand for money is imaginable but surely implausible all the same. There can be a
decrease in an aggregate measure of velocity without that decrease being distributed
equally across agents. Furthermore, a decrease in an aggregate measure can be
accompanied by increases in velocity among a significant number of agents. To point
to such non-uniformity of changes in the demand for money, moreover, raises
questions regarding the source of that change, which leads in turn into questions of
whether recessions might have socially useful purposes that stabilizing NGDP would
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impede. Within a dynamic ecology of interacting plans, recessions can serve a
valuable social function and most certainly not denote a pure loss. To associate
recessions with a pure loss is to commit a form of Nirvana fallacy by positing general
equilibrium as an attainable state of affairs as against its denoting a particular scheme
of thought that is useful for some purposes but not for all purposes. In social and
economic theory, to posit an analytical scheme that is useful for all purposes is the
equivalent of positing the existence of a universal solvent.
If macro theory is pursued within an equilibrium perspective, it is easy to
think of reducing the system to a representative agent. This reduction might be
recognized as embracing an analytical fiction, but the equilibrium theory renders that
fiction reasonable for some purposes and under some conditions. For instance, a
parade might be one-mile long and contain 3,000 people moving north at three miles
per hour. That parade can be reasonably described as a social configuration in
equilibrium, and hence is reasonably reduced to a point whose route can be traced on
a map. The parade is an organization, the route of which is established by a parade
marshal. In contrast, the crowd of pedestrians leaving a stadium after an event is
likewise orderly, in that the members of the crowd can navigate their ways to their
destinations. The crowd, however, is an order and not an organization. To be sure,
some of the members of the crowd will travel in groups, which might make the crowd
an order of organizations. In any event, it is a system of interacting agents that cannot
be reasonably reduced to a point moving along a map. Equilibrium theory does not
reasonably pertain to a pedestrian crowd because that crowd cannot be reasonably
reduced to a representative member. The crowd is constituted through its members but
cannot be reasonably reduced to one representative member. The crowd reflects a
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relationship of parts-to-whole, and so belongs within the analytical domain of systems
theory.
Wagner (2012a) and Veetil and Wagner (2016) bring a systems-theoretic
orientation to bear on macro-level phenomena. Thinking about systems requires a
theorist to theorize in terms of levels of phenomena, with higher levels generated
through interaction among elements that reside on the lower level. With respect to
economic and social phenomena, it is customary to distinguish between micro and
macro levels, though some theorists insert a meso level between the micro and macro
levels (Potts and Morrison 2007). Here, we will use the micro-macro dichotomy
because our analytical interest resides more with the micro-macro relationship than it
does with the institutional relationships that stand between micro and macro.
The information Figure 9 presents is carried forward from Wagner (2012a)
and Veetil and Wagner (2016). It presents a bi-planar model of an economy. The lower
level is the ground level where all action occurs. Figure 9 shows those actors
connected in network fashion and forming an incomplete graph to denote that
knowledge is distributed among societal actors and not assembled in one particular
node. There is no agent whose properties mirror that of the system. The society
portrayed in Figure 1 is a pedestrian crowd and not a parade. The nodes represent
commercial entities within a market economy. The triangle on the right side denotes a
central bank or Big Player along the lines Roger Koppl (2001) articulates. All action
takes place on this level, even that of a central bank. Some entities will be more
influential within the societal nexus than other entities, and a central bank is a
particularly influential entity. Still, a central bank can operate only on the action level
like all entities in society. The Fed places an order with a brokerage house to buy or
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sell securities, with that brokerage house establishing connections with other entities
in society as those transactions occur. Those transactions, as well as all other
transactions in society generate data that can be observed and aggregated. That data
and those aggregations are projected onto the macro level. To be sure, data can never
speak for themselves, but can speak only after being organized and arranged
according to some theoretical framework. The upper part of Figure 9 is organized in
terms of a model of aggregate supply and demand, though it could also have been
organized in terms of money supply and demand.
Our systems-theoretic framework shows that the micro-macro relationship has
a vertical pattern that requires a different theoretical tack than that taken by
conventional macro theory wherein macro theories are independent of micro action,
either directly as in the quantity theory or indirectly as in the reduction of an economy
to a representative agent. A systems-based theory must allow for interaction between
micro and macro levels. All action occurs on the micro level, and those actions
generate macro level projections and images. Those projections and images in turn
provide information that agents can use on the micro level. For instance, a macrolevel projection that fracking will put significant downward pressure on gasoline
prices might induce some firms on the ground level to increase their production of
recreational vehicles despite the relatively heavy consumption of gasoline that
accompany those vehicles, while also inducing other firms to increase their supply of
private campgrounds in anticipation that people will start making greater use of
recreational vehicles.
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Figure 9: Micro-origins of macro variables
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Monetary equilibrium is typically portrayed by the aggregate condition MV =
PT or by variations on that condition. Formulation in terms of systems theory and an
ecology of plans requires recognition that it is the individual equilibrium conditions
and not the aggregate condition that does the primary work in shaping systemic
interaction. If we let D and S denote the aggregate demand for and supply of money,
we can let di and si denote individual demands for and supplies of money. Within the
presumption of general equilibrium theory, individual actions are postulated to be
consistent with systemic constraints and limits. Within a systems-theoretic
framework, however, such consistency is something possibly to be generated or
explained (Epstein 2006), but is not something to be postulated. Hence, monetary
equilibrium requires not just aggregate equality between the demand for and supply of
money but also it requires equality for each individual in the system. Indeed, it is
individual equality that generates systemic equality, for systemic equality is
meaningful only as a reflection of fulfillment of the individual conditions for
monetary equilibrium.
Once we leave the representative agent behind, it is reasonable to think that
monetary equilibrium might pertain to some but not all members of a society. For
instance, some people might be accumulating money balances prior to undertaking
entrepreneurial projects. They are temporarily unemployed, as are the people who
might have been put to work by spending those balances. This accumulation,
however, does not denote a reduced desire to spend per se but rather denotes that
some span of time is necessary to assemble an entrepreneurial plan. A focus on
stabilizing nominal GDP treats spending and not plans as the driving force of an
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economy; however, if it is plans that drive spending, nominal stabilization can operate
as a source of real disruption.

4.5

Plans vs. Spending as Analytical Primitives
Stabilizing nominal GDP seeks to stabilize aggregate spending by using

changes in M to offset changes in V. While spending is the prime variable in macrolevel theorizing, it is also worth noting that spending is a derivative and not a
primitive variable. Spending derives from the commercial plans that people form and
execute. With regard to theorizing in terms of states of equilibrium, the distinction is
perhaps not terribly significant. With respect to theorizing in terms of evolving
ecologies of interacting agents, however, the distinction is significant in its ability to
illuminate the possible disruptive qualities of efforts to stabilize nominal GDP.
While there might be numerous particular reasons why some agents might
increase their money balances, a good number of these will reflect efforts to pursue
economic plans. For instance, someone might increase money balances over some
duration to accumulate sufficient capital to start a new enterprise, while at the same
time concluding that the foregone expected interest earnings were not worth the risk
or trouble that would be involved in buying short-term financial instruments. This
entrepreneur and his money balances appear to be idle when examined from the
outside. Yet neither he nor his money balances are idle, but rather are involved in
putting together an enterprise that will soon spring into action.
The presumed independence of macro and micro levels is conceptually
incoherent to the extent that macro-level observations emerge out of preceding microlevel actions. It is possible to posit a situation where micro-level variability has an
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offsetting character that generates macro-level stability. In this case, increases in the
demand for money by some agents will be offset by decreases in the demand for
money by other agents. What if this offsetting property did not hold? Suppose the
increased demand to hold money by some agents is not offset by a decreased demand
to hold money by other agents. This would lead to a decline in nominal GDP, and
with some of that decline reflected as a decline in real output. The question at issue is
whether this decline in real output is a deadweight loss that might be prevented
through the stabilization of nominal GDP or whether it might be a valuable part of a
dynamic economic process that is not properly described by notions of steady growth
because some macro turbulence can accompany a well-working economy.

4.6

Recession and the Cost of Re-Coordination
A recession is a period of relatively large-scale miscoordination. Businesses

have inventories that consumers do not want to buy, workers have skills that
entrepreneurs do not want to hire, and entrepreneurs have projects that banks do not
want to fund. Such macroeconomic phenomena as unemployment, underused
factories, and un-loaned loanable funds are reflections of miscoordination at the
micro-level. Miscoordination may arise due to exogenous or endogenous reasons. For
Mises (1912), miscoordination arises when central bank policy drives a wedge
between the money rate of interest and natural rate of interest. For Schumpeter
(1939), miscoordination arises when entrepreneurial activity overwhelms the
coordinating capacity of the economic system.
What do economic actors do when they find themselves in such a world?
During a recession there are significant gains to be made from creating coordination.
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Entrepreneurs can make substantial profits by hiring workers at a low wage, if they
develop projects that are consistent with the skills of workers and the demands of
consumers. Economic actors have an incentive to dovetail their plans. They substitute
coordination activities for production activities. They spend less time producing
goods and services, and more time determining what goods and services to produce.
Workers look for employers who want their skills, and may even retrain themselves to
learn new skills. Consumers substitute one product for another, even develop new
tastes. And entrepreneurs come up with new projects that banks may be willing to
fund.
All this involves novelty and change. The economic system goes through a
process of computing a new constellation of plans that is more coordinated than
previous plans. This process of computation is costly. The cost of coordination
includes both intended and unintended costs. Intended costs are costs incurred by
economic actors with the intention of dovetailing their plans to those of others, such
as the cost of job search by workers. Unintended costs are costs that occur due to the
failure of some planned adjustments. Individual economic actors go about adjusting
their plans locally, some new plans work and others fail. Some plans that appear to be
a good local fit may turn out to be a poor fit within a larger picture. Much like the
pieces of a puzzle, the plans of two actors must not only fit with each other’s, but they
must fit together within the larger picture of the economy. Consider the following
example. An entrepreneur learns that consumers are looking for cheaper clothing. She
succeeds in securing a loan to build a factory to produce cheap cotton shirts. Some
workers hear about this opportunity and invest in training themselves to secure a job
at the factory. The workers' actions are intended to dovetail their skills to those that
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the entrepreneur wishes to hire. However, the dovetailing of the plans of the
entrepreneur and the workers says little about whether the two together fit within the
global picture. If the entrepreneur’s plans fail, so will the workers’. And the
entrepreneur’s plans may fail due to a variety of reasons. For instance, the
entrepreneur’s plans may fail because of the closure of the cotton mill from which she
intended to source cotton. The cotton mill may have closed because of competition
from synthetic fibers, which may have arisen in response to changes in consumer
demand during the recession. Plans fail during recessions due to endogenous reasons
are the unintended costs of coordination.
The failure of plans, however, is not an economic waste. Consider a job
interview that fails to create a match between employee and employer. Though the
worker does not get the job, she learns about the skills that potential employers want.
Similarly, the employer learns about skills that workers have. They also gain
information about what each is willing to accept and willing to pay. All this is
reflected in relative prices when plans succeed and trades happen. The price at which
trade happens is not always—or even predominantly—discovered at the moment at
which trade happens. Prices are discovered through a process of interactions during
which no trade may have happened. Failure sows the seeds for success. The
information accumulated during failed attempts to trade is brought to light when trade
finally happens. Imagine looking for a house to buy. A potential buyer learns about
the value of property in different neighborhoods by looking into different houses. All
this learning is reflected in the price of the house she finally chooses to buy.
Information that is gained in failed transactions is reflected in successful transactions.
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The idea that interaction between economic actors produces coordination is
ruled out of both New Classical and New Keynesian theories of recession. In the
equilibrium conception of an economy, coordination is brought about at zero-cost and
in meta-time by a Walrasian auctioneer. In neoclassical theory, prices are determined
by endowments, preferences, and production possibilities. In the real world, however,
prices have to be produced and made public. And there is no reason to assume that the
ultimate prices that emerge are independent of the processes through which they
emerge. Different structures of producing prices may lead to different prices, for the
same endowments, preferences, and production possibilities. The New York Stock
Exchange, for instance, has elaborate sets of rules as to who can participate in trade,
how, and in what way. All these procedures play a role in determining the ultimate
prices that emerge and the quality of coordination, not just the rate at which prices
emerge. And the NYSE is only one of the many formal and informal arrangements
that generate prices. During a recession economic actors may rearrange the
mechanisms through which prices are generated. This may be necessary either
because the recession happened because old systems did not produce the right prices,
or because the old systems would not produce the right price under the new
circumstances. All this involves experimentation and mutual adaptation. It is costly to
create coordination, particularly during recessions when many economic actors are
together making new plans, while taking stock of that is which is left of old plans that
did not materialize.
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4.7

Decline in Velocity as Staggered Decision Making
In New Keynesian macro theories, staggered contracting is thought to be a

source of price rigidity. Yet there is no option to staggered contracting in any but the
simplest of economic environments. Actually, the staggered quality of decision
making operates to reduce the costs of bringing about economic coordination.
Suppose, to the contrary, that all agents make economic decisions simultaneously.
Doing this requires each agent to guess correctly the decisions of the other agents to
render their plans consistent with each other’s. By making decisions in sequential and
staggered fashion, economic actors can learn about the plans of others before making
their own plans, economizing on coordination costs in the process.
A simple way to illustrate this is the number-coordination problem. Imagine a
population of N agents, each of whom must choose either 0 or 1. The agents succeed
if all agents choose the same number. If N=2 and agents choose simultaneously, the
probability of success is 0.5. However, if N=10, the probability of success is less than
0.002. As N grows, it becomes more and more costly to play simultaneously. They
would do better if they staggered their decisions, so that one agent knew what another
has chosen before making her own choice. The coordination problems that an
economy solves during recessions are vastly more complex that the numbercoordination problem. What the number-coordination problem highlights, however, is
that the only plausible way to solve large-scale coordination problems entails a
continual parade of staggered decisions that passes information around the system.
Sometimes the fastest way to solve a coordination problem is to take time.
“Taking time” means a decline in the velocity of money. Some agents
postpone their consumption and investment decisions as they wait for others to make
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their decisions. These agents do not spend their money, and this shows up as a decline
in the velocity of money at the aggregate level. Like in the number-coordination
problem, the staggering of decisions allows economic agents to learn about each
other's plans before making their own. The decline in aggregate velocity of money,
however, hides all that is of importance from an economic point of view. Some agents
take the lead in implementing new plans by spending the money that those plans
require. Some agents wait for days before implementing their plans, others wait for
weeks, and still others wait for months. How long each actor decides to wait before
executing new plans depends on a variety of factors, including their risk preference,
the degree of miscoordination around them, and the sensitivity of their position in the
nexus-of-economic relations. We will discuss each of these factors in turn.
Risk-preference is the simplest of the determinants of the variations in decline
in velocity of money. Implementing new plans always entails risk; however, the
general riskiness of economic activities is elevated during recessions. This is because
many economic actors reformulate their plans during recessions; therefore, mutually
consistent expectations are less likely to prevail than under normal conditions. Other
things equal, how long an economic actor waits will depend negatively on her
appetite for risk.
By the degree of miscoordination near an economic actor, we mean plan
proximity, not geographical proximity. Plan proximity is a measure of the nature and
degree to which the plans of one economic agent is related to those of another. If the
plans of those to whom an agent sells her goods and those from whom she buys inputs
have failed during the recession, she may take longer to reformulate her own plans.
She would have to consider how those whose plans are related to her own plans
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change their plans. In contrast, economic actors whose plan neighbors are largely
unaffected by the recession have less of a reason to reduce spending and reconfigure
their plans.
Finally, the position of an economic actor in the global ecology of plans matters.
In the number-coordination problem, the plans of all agents are equally sensitive to
the plans of all other agents. All agents are in a symmetric position with regards to the
decisions of everyone else. This is not true of economic actors. The nexus-ofeconomic interaction is complex and asymmetric. The sensitivity of the likelihood of
the success of one's plans to the plans of others will vary across economic agents.
Some positions in the economic ecology will be very sensitive to small changes in far
away regions, while other positions will be more robust. Those who live in more
robust positions will tend to wait less, leading economic recovery. Those who live in
less robust locations will tend to wait it out. There will be a decline in spending
across the economy during recessions; however, that decline will vary among
economic actors. The decline in velocity of money at the aggregate level is merely a
reflection of different spending (and consequently waiting) decisions made by
economic actors. The movements in monetary aggregates during recessions reflects
the disaggregate decisions of economic actors.
Our view of the decline in velocity of money during recessions differs
fundamentally from the following explanations. First, the rigid monetarist view is
that real output is driven by real factors; with the supply of money being sluggish if
not fixed, the decline in velocity during recessions is an arithmetic necessity. Second,
Baumol (1952) and Tobin (1956) argue that money is held primarily for transactions
purposes. A decline in price level and interest rate during recessions lowers the
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opportunity cost of holding money, thereby increasing money demand and lowering
velocity. Third, Friedman and Schwartz (1965: 40) argue that money demand depends
on permanent income. Since recessions imply a fall in income below its permanent
level, money demand rises as a proportion of income, leading to a decline in velocity
of money. Fourth, Tatom (1983) estimates the income elasticity of the demand for
money to be less than one. When income falls during recession, the demand for
money falls less than proportionally, and velocity of money falls in consequence. The
second, third and fourth views can be thought of as explanations for the arithmetic
results expressed in the first view. Friedman and Schwartz's explanation and the
opportunity cost explanation are more complements than substitutes. And finally,
Friedman and Schwartz's theory and Baumol and Tobin's theory may be thought of as
an explanation for why the measured income-elasticity of the demand for money is
less than one.
In short, the decline in velocity of money at the aggregate level is often read as
an increase in demand for money. It is said that the perilous consequences associated
with decline in velocity may be dampened—or altogether avoided—if sufficient
money is injected. The velocity of money is of paramount importance for
macroeconomics (Thornton 1983). The role of monetary policy, and its ability to
influence real output, depends on the answer to the question of why velocity of money
behaves the way it does (De Long 2000). Velocity of money lies at the root of the
difference between Irving Fisher on the one hand and Keynes and Hawtrey on the
other (Lounsbury 1931, 40). While Fisher assumed that the velocity of money was
largely stable, Keyes and Hawtrey incorporate the dynamism in velocity of money in
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their analysis. Keynes is quite explicit about this in the Tract on Monetary Reform
(1923).
Now 'in the long run' this [the rigid quantity theory] is probably true....
But this long run is a misleading guide to current affairs. In the long
run we are all dead. Economists set themselves too easy, too useless a
task if in tempestuous seasons they can only tell us that when the storm
is long past the ocean is flat again.
In fact, the rise of nGDP targeting as a substitute for rigid monetarism has much to do
with the unusual decline in velocity of money in 1982-83 (Gordon 1984). So much so
that Robert Gordon (1983) referred to it as “the velocity recession and the demise of
monetarism”.
Our analysis suggests that the decline in the velocity of money is a
consequence—not a cause—of real problems. To turn Leland Yeager's (1997) dictum
on its head: when output shutters, the veil flutters. Injecting money into the
economy—however it may be done—cannot help economic actors coordinate their
plans. Money is not a substitute for new plans. We differ from both those who assume
velocity of money is stable and those who don't, for both the stability and instability
in the velocity of money is a reflection of human action at the micro-level. All
problems and solutions must be sought and found at the micro-level. A
macroeconomics that begins with the velocity of money, irrespective of whether it
treats velocity as stable or unstable, assumes away much that is of economic
significance.
Much of what economic actors do may appear irrational when looked at from the
outside; however, matters appear differently when one looks from inside the minds of
economic actors. Economists sitting at far-away bureaus may see fear and irrationality
in the eyes of the farmer who reduces spending during a recession. For the economist,
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the farmer is a trouble-marker because from an accounting point of view her decision
to spend less leads to a fall in GDP. In so far as the economists are tasked with the job
of maintaining a stable growth rate—as many are—the farmer is making the
economist’s job more difficult. In reality, it is the economist who makes the farmer’s
job more difficult. Aggregate variables like GDP are not merely account entries;
instead they are aggregations over interactions among the plans of many economic
actors. National income accounting data do not highlight the actions of economic
entities. Counting is not creating. And assuming so can lead to all kinds of problems
for those whose actions generate economic outcomes.

4.8

Nominal Stabilization as Source of Real Disruptions
Proponents of NGDP stabilization point to such abrupt downturns in the

growth of nominal GDP as occurred in 2008 as something that could be eliminated by
having the Fed stabilize nominal GDP. We don’t doubt that there is a sufficient
monetary expansion that could offset any decline in nominal GDP, provided only that
V remains positive. To conclude that nominal stabilization implies real stabilization,
however, is possible only if monetary change is always neutral. Actually, there is
strong reason to think that monetary change is never neutral, as Bilo and Wagner
(2015) explain, provided only that there are more projects for which entrepreneurs are
seeking support than there is a supply of credit able to offer that support. Credit
processes are involved in selecting among entrepreneurial projects. Once it is
recognized that people learn through their activities, the selection among
entrepreneurial projects will change the pattern of knowledge that operates within a
society. When people learn through doing, interaction within the ecology of
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enterprises continually changes the structure of knowledge in society.
Entrepreneurship is not neutral, nor is the credit process through which
entrepreneurial projects are selected. Nominal GDP stabilization would seem to
impede rather than facilitate entrepreneurially-generated evolution.
Within a comparative static framework, suppose the initial monetary
equilibrium is disturbed by virtue of a subset of people increasing their money
balances as prelude to undertaking new entrepreneurial projects. From the perspective
of the central bank, velocity has declined. Stabilizing NGDP would call for the Fed to
increase its asset holdings sufficiently to stabilize NGDP at its perceived trend level.
When this action is viewed in terms of aggregate statistics, nothing more would seem
to be involved than increasing aggregate spending from what it would otherwise have
been. This view from the level of aggregate statistics, however, is incomplete and
inadequate because it ignores the individual conditions that must be met if monetary
equilibrium is to prevail. To satisfy those individual conditions, it would be necessary
for the central bank to identify which individuals have increased their demand for
money and by how much. The central bank could then buy assets from these people in
the right amounts to supply the increased demands for money by those individuals.
Knowledge of this type is not available to a central bank, and might not even be
known in explicit detail by those who are accumulating money balances.
The increase in the aggregate money supply will not mirror the particular
pattern of increased demand for money that has been aggregated to mean a decline in
velocity. Open market operations to increase the supply of money can select different
entrepreneurial projects than were in the process of being selected by those
entrepreneurs who were accumulating money balances. At this point we encounter a
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tricky question of opportunity cost. The increased demand for money would depress
real activity so long as prices are not fully flexible. But the depression in real activity
has structure to it, and yet macro theory pretty much treats this depression as
formless. For instance, Keynes (1936, p. 379) claimed that the expansionary policy he
was advocating would act on the volume of employment but not on the type of
employment. In advancing this assertion, Keynes was stating the neoclassical
synthesis where money is universally and perpetually neutral before that synthesis had
even been articulated. This assertion denies any interaction among parts as the process
through which the whole is constituted.
Once the ecological character of the micro-macro relationship is recognized, a
significant question pertaining to opportunity cost arises. The recession that reflects
the effort of some people to accumulate money balances while forming plans for
subsequent entrepreneurial projects will necessarily lower the volume of transactions.
This lowering won’t be to transactions in general, but will have a structural pattern
that is related to the objects for which those entrepreneurs reduce their spending. In
this instance, NGDP stabilization will redirect the supply of credit from forwardlooking entrepreneurial projects to supporting previously developed projects that were
candidates for being replaced by the new projects. NGDP stabilization, in other
words, will impede creative evolution within the ecology of plans of a society.

4.9

Concluding Remarks and Thoughts
The Classical economists searched without success to locate an invariant

standard of value. Labor commanded a good deal of attention in this respect, though it
was hardly invariant across time and place. Gold likewise seemed to have some such
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features, but it too failed any test of invariance. An invariant standard of value is
possibly a mirage, as a species of a universal and absolute standard of justice. For the
crooked timber of humanity (Berlin 1991), however, many standards might be
articulated but none will command universal assent. The best that can be hoped for is
a reasonable degree of invariance, most of the time and under most circumstances.
Life in the societal ecology will never resemble the perpetual stability of general
equilibrium, for births and deaths, both of people and of enterprises, is an enduring
feature of societies, as is creativity. Those births and deaths, and also creativity, will
translate into societal turbulence. Mostly that turbulence will be modest, but at some
times and in some places it seems to become distinctly immodest.
Nominal stabilization is not a recipe for eliminating turbulence within
societies. There is no such recipe, for the ingredients necessary to develop such a
recipe are inconsistent with human nature and its perpetual effort to create new
techniques and new enterprises in an environment where everyone is also fallible and
mortal. Yet people have shown creative and resilient ability to deal with turbulence,
provided only that political power and policy does not interfere with deployment of
those abilities (Wagner 2012b). Seeking to stabilize nominal GDP is to chase a
mirage. A superior direction at which to aim a concern with turbulence is at the ways
in which political activity might retard the reasonable efforts of people to calm
turbulence relative to the ways in which it might strengthen such efforts. To move in
that analytical direction, moreover, requires recognition of something like the micromacro form of systemic interaction that we have sketched here.
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